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Palmf'orce - Personal Organizer Abstract 
Abstract 
PalmForce is a Personal Digital Assi tant PDA organizing application that 
allows the users to manage their daily activity and keep important data that they need. 
PalmForce is the main product to be developed in this project, which is one of the thesis 
titles proposed this year in Faculty of Computer Science and Information Techn logy, 
University Malaya. Our group, which consists of 4 tudent will be required to work on 
different modules on this application and integrate these modules later on. All the final 
year degree students in thi in titution ar requir d to fini h their final year pr [ect t 
graduate from the university. 
PalmForcc i divided into 4 m dulcs, which ar the p r nal rg ni ·r Iinan inl 
organizer, educational rganizer and h alth rganiz r. ach f u will d cl p the 
different modules and integrate the product at the end tage 
discussing within our elve , we divided the m dule t each 
the Personal rganizing tools module , thu thi d um ntati n w ul 
information about the personal organizer. In hapter I the bj ti e an 
menti n d earlier, A r 






Per ional rganizer arc being discu ed. · erall un ti n th t i 
application is presented, to tether with the project · o well. 
ut in ov rot a poet within thi field ind th umm 
h ptor . 
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To finish this project on time and learn how is the actual software development 
process goes on, a. methodology is chosen as a guid thr ughout the proj ct. The 
methodoJogy chosen is the prototyping methodology. A prototype is a mock of the 
desired system that excludes some of the major function of the system. It is build to allow 
user to give their opinion on the product, thu allow the develop rs to change th ir 
product according to the users' needs. The intr duction of this dev lopment module and 
the reason why it is chosen can be found on hapter . 
The functional requirements and the environment cho en t build thi y tern are 
being discussed in hapter 4. The re ult from the surve that i carrie ut i ummarizcd 
here, and with this information, the functi nal requirements and n n-functi nal 
requirements are determin d. hapter give a bri f intr u ti n t th ba .i r hit· tur • 
of the system. The data flow diagram and me 
presented here. 
hapter 6 discussed bri fly the irnplernentati n thi m ul . ht 
descripti n about how the tools and dev I ping en ir nm nt r 
coding take place. It al o give the rncth ummary 
r the te tin ' d nc on the system. It ontain th· m .th d u d t t 1 th st m and the 
result of th sc t sts. Finally hap! ·r 8 whi h is s . tern alu ti n, gi e rmation 
about how valuation is done on the ~ st .m Th · inf rmauon · n Ju d h r are the 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
l .l Project Overview 
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA is gaining p pularity nowadays as a managing 
tools for a wide range of users, be it professional workers or businessmen. PDA is easy to 
carry, and its processing power and space i getting more powerful with each n w 
release. The introduction of this gadget has change the way people organize their 
information. Now PDA users can keep their important informati n n the PDA and refer 
to them easily. 
This project is carried out to devel p an rganizer that \l ould aid th P A u ·r t 
manage their daily activities and their data. he main sy tern i int 
which are the personal organizer, financial organizer health r zanizcr and du ati nut 
organizer. Each module has its on unique feature that w uld all v th u er t 
relevant information and manage them easily. 
Traditional pcrs nal organizer allow u er t re rd th ir 
name, addres date of birth and ·o on. o d · the 
project. It provides a platform wher u er can et the remind rt 
event that they s leered. It al o feature u nta t Ii t here u r 
in this 
c rtain 
mput th d tails of 
their conta -1 in the. stem und • ' to thc1 whene c th ant This module c main an 
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or remind them of certain time. In short, this module would cover the aspect that most of 
the digital organizer would have today which i : 
• as a reminder for th user. User can store the activities that need to be done in the 
PDA and set it to alarm the user when the time comes. Calendar is available for 
user to use too. User then can plan their daily schedule easily. 
• as a contacts storage. Address book is a very useful tool f r tho e that ha a lot of 
connections with people, especially businessman. Address b ok in the PDAs not 
onJy store the data but also arrange them in index so that the user can br w e 
through them easily, even if the list contains ov r 100 nam . 
• as a small accessory tool. Organizer come with some mall u eful to I f r u er 
to use in their daily life too, uch a alarm calculator et . 
Basically this module would be useful to any u r fr m an ran e f a 1 • Th • 
project is proposed to be developed u ing Java, whi h w uld all \ it t in tall in 
different operating system in the P A. hi would all the u r t u thi pro am in 
different brand of P A. Furtherm re the additi nal m dule that m • t th r ul 
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1.2 Project Objectives 
This module is developed base on th following objecti es: 
1) To provide as t of organizing tools/or Pl l'l us rs 
This module would provide the most basic organizing tools for the user, such a 
the to-do list and the contact list to allow user to a e imp rtant informati n that 
they need in their PDA. 
2) To practice paper! ss nvironment 
By using this module on a PDA, user would not need t u e pen and paper to 
write down their information or note . hi c uld help t enc urage th u 
paperle: s environment. 
3) To provid. an easy wa to manae p rsonal 111fi rm Iron 
This module would allow its user to manage their per nal informati n m r • 
systematically and store them in a ave pla e. u in thi m dule n a P 
user would not need to worry that their im rtant in rmati n ul b l ft in 
unknown places or the informati n would be dama it , tu n m p per. 
R .rninder i a very imp rt nt features that man r 1an1zmg t J offers 
nowud 1y1-1. I I A use would ne <J thi. fun ti n to alert them cl cs , certain event 
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1.3 Scope and Limitation 
As stated in the introduction, this module is mainly targeted to all type of users. 
Such coverage means that it would include functions that can be use by everyone. But 
stiJI there would be limitation in providing this module. Below are the scope of this 
module and the limitation that it carries. 
1.3.1 Scope of the module: 
• tores the general personal information ab ut the u er 
• Let the user to store and brow e through contacts data, including name phone 
number and addre . 
• Provide workspace for u er to chedule their activitie dail in a to-d Ii t. 
• The user can set reminder on occa ion that they picked ba eon th time and date 
of the occasion. 
1.3.2 Limitation: 
• Limited pr cessing power. Theref re the data i m 
• orting is difficult. ecausc that the databa 
will. low down the whol · m dul if orting i d 
• Limited user control on th· int •rfu ·~. 
• yn .hroniz nion with P ' h rrd to don ., 
a number of data, it 
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1.4 Expected Outcome 
The expected outcome for this module is as follow d: 
• A module that would allow the user to keep and manage their personal 
information. 
• A module that provide the alert user function which can be used a th reminder 
tool by the user. 
• A module that can be integrated with other rn du( t r duce a mplete 
organizing system for PDA user. 
• A module where enhancement and upgrades can b d ne 
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1.5 Project Schedule 
A schedule that contains the different de elopment stages for this project is being 
planned out. The schedule is very important as it serv s as the guidance and time- 
management tool during the development process. It helps to ensure that the module can 
be developed on time as well. 
Below is the Gantt chart for this project: 
ID Task Name O\.ratlon 
Jun 
1 Prefrmlnary St:udy and PlannlnQ 14 days 
2 Literature Study 25 days 
3 System~ 35 days 
4 System DaslQn 30 days 
s Prototyping 14 d y 
6 Development and Coding 84 days 
7 l.Jnlt T t:i'1g 30 days 
8 System Testng 25 days 
9 Implemantat1on <tld Maintenance 20 days 
10 Documentauon 217 days 
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1 .5 Report Summary 
This project's documentation i divided into several chapters. For the first report 
(WXES3 I 8 I) the first 5 chapters will be included. The re twill be included in the second 
report (WXES 3182). The major layouts of the chapters are: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives as overview of the project, includes the project objectives and scope . 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
This chapter gives brief explanation on topics re earched and tudied that are rele ant t 
the project. Similar existing systems ar being review d here a w II. 
Chapter 3: Methodology 
This chapter reveal the detail f the method logy cho en t de clop thi . tern. 
Chapter 4: System Analysis 
This chapter emphasized on the analy is of the pr ject. opt di u sd h r• in ilu 
the project's requirements, the desired devel pment t ol and n ir nm int. 
Chapter 5: System Design 
Thi chapter ex lains the conceptual and techni I d sign r 
hapter 6: ystern Implementation 
This chapter explain how the system will e impl m nt d int 
haptcr 7: Testing 
fth 
IP A 
Thi. chapter reveal tho types or tc tin 1 thot urc d n 
p ·rf orm ·d o it is buil! l I -. 
'hoptcr 8: iyst »n Evaluati m 
Thi ch rptor '-' plains the pro· s. to ivulu t ·the end pmdu t. 
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1.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter describes the module to be develop d. The objecti s of the project is being 
listed at the earlier part of the chapter, including to develop am dule that would provide 
the basic organizing function to the PDA users. B sid that, the scope of the project is 
provided in this chapter as well. The project's scope is the coverage of the project. ft 
describe what is done by the system. 
However, the project also does carnes some of the limitation that will effect the 
development process of the project. An overview f this limitation i provided here. The 
limitation is being listed out so that it can give a clear de cription bout the m dule to b 
developed to the developers. xpected outcome i de cribed a well a it an pr idc a 
guideline in order to develop a module that will meet the u e requirement . 
The project schedule is included in thi chapter too. rt i a time arrang cm mt t ' tr th 
completion of the project. Thi chapter al o lated the . umma f th nt int f r ·a h 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
In th process of developing an xisting or new system lots of acti ities need to 
be carried out to gain relevant information on the project. Researches become the most 
important and major activity before the developm nt phases tart. Res arch ought to b 
carried out in order to study the problem or project constraint thoroughly. It should b 
performed until a complete understanding of the system is gained. Another important 
purpose of a literature review i to ufficiently equip the de el per with s me 
knowledge of the strengths and limitation of several development t l . his can help 
the developer to choose the right tool in ystem devel pment. 
The studies in thi project have reviewed the te hn g in d pm • pr mun. 
for mobile devices. It also present som of the c i ting t em that ha th· imilar 
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2.2 Programming Languages 
A programming language is an artificial language for expressmg computer 
programs. It is an artificial language consisting of a vocabulary along with grammatical 
rules used to write a set of instructions that can be translated into machine language and 
then executed by a computer. Machine language is the language that computer actually 
understands. ach different type of CPU has its own unique machine language. 
There are a few numbers of programming languages that support mobile programming 
nowadays. For example, C++, Visual Basic and Java can b u ed a th d elopm nt 
programming language to develop a mobile program. elow i ome h rt de cripti n 
on the programming languages. 
2.2.l C++ 
In the early 1980, Bjarn troustrup at A &T . 
an extension to the language pr iding data a tra ti n an 
programming facilities. troustrup d rem 111 
a, 
c mparable with in term f. nta perform n • an 
provides key capabilitic and ffer ·d b bj 
rta iii 
++ 
excludes features that would c n train it u e t a limit d t of appli tion omains and 
environment . The mech 1uL ms u · d med t all highl e 1 i nt impl mentations 
und vursatilit 
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• Object-orlemed programming 
The possibility to orientate programming to obj cts allows the programmer to design 
applications from a point of view more like a communication between objects that 
on a structured sequence of code. In addition it allow the reusability of c de in a 
more logical and productive way. 
• Portability 
The same C++ code can be compiled in almo t any t pe of com ut r and perating 
system without making changes. It is obvious that ++ i one f them t u d and 
ported to different platforms programming languag . 
• Brevity 
Code written in C++ i very short in cornparis n with ther I nguag 
of special character is preferred before key w rd , 
I ife of our keyboards). 
in c; th u c 
• Modular programming 
An application's ody in + can be made up 
compiled separately and then Iin ed together. a in tim . 1n it i n t 
recompile the complct · application when m king n ingl hang but nly the file 
that contain' it. In addition, thi · chara tcri tic all ' t link 
produced in other Inn rua 'CS Jik A. ·cmbl ·r r . 
• Speetl 
Th r . ult in 1 .od rom ·1 I f ·umptlali n t ve • 1 rent, due mdcc t it d ali 
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2.2.2 Java 
Java is a powerful computer programming languag that is fun to use for novices while 
simultaneously being appropriate for experienced programmers budding substantial 
information systems. Java is certain to become the language of choice in the new 
millennium for implementing Internet-based and Intranet-based applications and any 
other software for devices that communicate over a network. 
Java is a full-featured computer language that incorporates the best of modem thinking 
about Object Oriented (00) programming. Java is simpler and more ro u t than ther 
computer languages and combines features, which make it ideal for pr gram , hich 
must deal with networks. The designer of Java empha ized 
programming and independence from any particular h rdwa . The 
ea e f 
' brou aht 
Java near instant acclaim in the pr gramming w rd an mete ri ri e in ubli 
consciousness. 
Java APf can be divided to 3 platforms that each uit differ nt kind u r . 
platforms are: Java 2 ·nterprisc diti n J2 Ja a_ 
Java 2 Mobile dition (J2M ·). J2 .. ~ i the platf rm fir d 
commercial demand is very hi th. J2 i th 
functions of Java can be found. J2M · i. th • plat orm 
m ba i 
it i u to develop 
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Figure 2.1: J. tva platform at gl tn ·' 
Java 2 Mobile • dition (,J2M E) 
Java 2 Platform, Micro ... dition wa intr due d t meet th' d .man f the 
information appliances in the rapidly dev lo ing onsum r and emb 
Java application development environment ha ena l d 
for many new and powerful information applian · 
u ers, ervice providers and device munufa turc f ri h f 
appli iation cont ·nt that can b d ·Ii ·r ·d t th· u •r' m n b ' ired or 
wireless c nnc tion . 
Th · J 1v11 Plut oi m, Mi .ro F liuon J2M ,, 1c; the Ja a 2 plat rm targeted at 
on. um r ·I ictroni s and »nb sdd •cl d ·v1 · · li c ir les: ph ne , page , pe · nal 
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cards. The creator of the J2ME platform divides these devices into two distinct 
categories [4]: 
• Personal, mobile information devices that are capable of intermittent 
networked communication mobile phones, two-way pagers, personal digital 
assistants (PDAs) and organizers 
• Shared-connection information device c nn cted by fi ed, uninterrupted 
network connection- et-top box s Internet TVs, Internet- nabled ere n 
phones, high-end communicators, and car entertainment/navigation y tern 
J2M platform is a et of tandard java API that defin d thr ugh the Ja a 
ommunity Process program. Java ommunity Pr c . includ id leadin • de i '. 
software provider and service provider . Tt lets the d i e alrno t a 
computer. J2ME platform off er devel per a Ile uble u er interfa e r u t iun 
model, board range of built in network protocol nd up rt ti r n "'l\ rk d and 
disconnected application. y u ing J2M de cl p r an "Writ .. 
J2M platform technology has thr ic m n nt hi h t k n t th r 1 ti rm a 
compliant Java application nvir nmcnt. A J M 
environment requires a c nfigurati n and a pr file. pti 
mpliam ppli tion 
s pr 'de de ice 
desi 111en> and other Java ommunity Pro c J 'I pani ip· nt with a standards-based 
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• Configuration is a combination of a Java virtual machine and a set of 
application support APls that ar shared across a class of devices. It is a 
specification that d fines th characteristics and the facilities available. It also 
specifies a minimum et of feature for a category of devices. 
• Profile is a set of API that address the need of a narrov er devic category. The 
profile specifies the application-lev I interface for a particular class of devices. A 
profile implementation consist of a et of Java cla libraries 
• Optional Package is a et of techn I gy-spe ific API that extend th 
capabilities of a Java application environment. RM1 ptional Package and J 
Optional Package are two ptional Packages. 
A profile is implemented on the top of a on igurati n that i 
implementation or the r al-world application . Application an th n built n top f th 
configuration and profile and can use only the cla 
lower-level pecifications. Table below h w the differ nt fth LM pr file. 
Profile 
Mobile Informati n 
Device Profile (MJDP 
a pli tion 
Limited 
a complete 
rag s the 
and minimizes both 
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Profil for devices that reqwre a graphical user 
interface (GUI) 
Personal Profile (PP) PP is the CDC profil aimed at devices that require full 
GUI or Internet applet support. It includes the full Java 
Abstract Windows Toolkit (A WT) libraries and offers 
Web fidelity, easy running Web-based applet designed 
for use in a desktop environment. 
Personal Basic Profile PBP J a subset of PP provides an application 
(PBP) environment for network connected devices that 
support a basic level of graphical pre entation r 
require the us of specialized graphical t lkit for 
specific application. 
Table 2.1: J2ME profil e 
Java had defined 2 sets of configurations to avoid conflicts and fragmented land cape f 
incompatible platforms. These two configuration repre en 2 categ rie f nn cting 
devices that currently exist: 
• onnected imited evice nfiguration L 
temporarily connected devices. 
• Connected Device onfiguration ( D )- support nstantl 
The relationship between these 2 configurations is that th th 
others. Although they are independent f each ther th th r tc 
define a platform. 
The 01111, .ted Limited D iviee Conflguratiun 
twice onfiguration ( LD support p rs nal rn bi! d vi • ' hich constitute a 
si 1ni Iicantl Jc:' p wcrful cla ' r de i es than the n that th C supports. The 
p ·ciJi alien id ·nti 1 •• devices in thi · categ h ing the following 
ch ~r 1cluristi : 
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• 16-bit or 32-bit processor 
• low power consumption, often battery p wered 
• intermittent network connectivity (often wirele ) with potentially limited 
bandwidth 
CLDC specifies the level of support of the Ja a programming language required, the 
required functional support of a compliant Java VM and the set of clas librarie 
required. Because of the device-constrain a number of features have been eliminated 
from a J2SE Java virtual machine upporting . Below are me f the limitati n: 
• No floating-point support: The D does n t upport fl ating- int number . 
Therefore, no D -ba ed applicati n can u e fl ating- int nurn , r t pe 
such a float or doubl . Thi i mainly becau c L tar et de ice d not 
have floating point upp rt in their hardware. 
• No finalization: The LDC API d no include th .fin Li •. ' mcth d 
so one cannot perform final cleanup 
is garbage collected. 
• Limited error handling: untime re handl d rn , n nu l m nt tion 
specific manner. The LO efine nl thr : j v .1 n .E o 
J v . le.ng. Out01M mo.ryE or and [ave, l n . v i r u l ! chin Error. Non- 
runtime errors arc handled in a d ice-d pend nt mann r that in ol es 
tcrminatina the application or res ·tting the d i ·. 
• No .Jnv 1 Nntlv • Int •rfn •c (.JNI): A Ju u irtual ma hme upporting the CLDC 
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reasons. Also, implementing JN1 is considered expensive, given the memory 
constraints of CLD target device . 
• No user-defined class loaders: A Java virtual machine supporting the CLD 
must have a built-in class loader that cannot be overridden or replaced by the 
user. This is mainly for ecurity reasons. 
• No support for reflection: Because r flection is not upported there i al o n 
support for RMl or object erializations. 
• No thread groups or daemon threads: While a Java virtual machine upporting 
the LD implement multithreading, it cannot support thread gr up or daern n 
threads. 
• No weak references: No appli ation built n a Ja 
the CLD can acquire weak reference . 
The benefit of LO are: 
• ross-Platform - Work i transferred between 
• Dynamic Content - Content i determined by u er experien " and informuti n 
irtual ma hin upportin r 
tran fer between and ther devic . 
• ecurity 
• evel per ommunity - The de el p r talent n r th alread 
exi ts and is readil avails le for d ice. 
Th · 'onn • t ·d D vlee onfi~urntion ( U 
• iN d -. i ne I for d ·vi · ·' that h 1 c mor · mem • · t r pr e • r and 
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telematics systems and high-end PDAs. CDC was designed around the two goals of 
J2SE compatibility and upport for re ource-con train de ices. CDC includes a full- 
featured Java virtual machine called the Compact Virtual Machine (CVM) and a much 
larger subset of the J2ME platform that LDC. It also support floating point and core 
library features such as full class loading thr ad support and security. Most of the CDC- 
targeted devices have 32-bit CPUs and a minimum of 2MB of memory available for the 
Java platform and associated application. 
The benefits of CDC are: 
• Enterprise usage - provide data integration with enterpri e application and g d 
security feature for the mobile de ice . 
• Users - provides secure measure for nd user and Ive th pr di ta le u er- 
experience. 
• Device vendors - provide engagem nt with enterpri e appli ati n nd un 
the mobile application platform. 
• Developers - provide rich API nhan aft an 
productivity of the Java programming langua 1 tar t t multipl 
leverage J2S kills. 
• ervice pr vidcrs - pr vide 
mobile applications. 
ff rin t ent n e ure th 
Virtua] Mn ·hiu • (VM) 
As nown lo 111 Javu ippli iution cl • slop r ', Ju a pm gram r qurr irtual machines 
VM to b · in 1111 ·d on th platform l ·fi r • the: e pr gram· can c mpiled and 
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CLDC is Kilobyte Virtual Machine (KVM) and for CDC is the Compact Virtual 
Machine (CVM). The following are the description for these virtual machines: 
Compact Virtual Machine (CVM) 
Although CVM supports the same features as the J2SE VM, it is designed for 
consumer and embedded d vice . o the VM wa reengineer d to suit the constraints 
of limited-resource device . The features of the CVM are: 
• advanced memory system 
• small average garbage collection pause times 
• full separation ofVM from memory system 
• modularized garbage collectors 
• generational garbage c Hector 
• generational garbage collection 
• fast ynchronization 
• small class footprint 
• mapping Java threads directly t nati e thread 
• support Java 2 VM features and librarie • u h -. Ju a 
Native Interface JNJ), Remote Meth d In • ti n RMI J 
Debugging Interface (JVM 
Kil byte Virtual Machine ( VM) 
inu l a hin 
1 hu VM that come. with the ref .ren · irnplem ntati n is called the 
ilobyr · Virtual Machin · (K VM , ~o nnm ·d l • ·uu · it u · nl a of runtime 
memo . The VM i a omp 1 ·t, J)01 table Ju a irtual machm pecifically designed 
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for the KYM was to create the smallest possible complete Java virtual machine that 
would maintain aJI the central aspects of the Ja a programming language, but would run 
in a resource-constrained device with only a few hundred kilobytes total memory budget 
[1 O]. 
KVM was designed to overcom thre k y technical chall nges: 
1. reducing the size of the virtual machine and class libraries themselves 
11. reducing the memory utilized by the virtual machine during execution 
111. Allowing for components of the virtual machine to be configured to uit 
particular devices (for example by allowing pluggable garbage collecti n 
JVM is designed for: 
1) Reduced VM Size - the K virtual machine i currently onl -8 f bj 
code in its standard configurati n, depending n u rgct platf rm nd m ii ti n 
options. 
2) Reduced Memory utilization - In additi n t the irtual ma hin 1 mull 
object size, it requires only a few tens of kilobyte f dynami m m 
effectively. Because of the r duced VM ize n mem utiliz ti n, \ in v 'th 
total mern ry available of nly I 28K the irtual m hin u ful J a 
technology-ba 'Cd application to run n de i . 
P rformance - the irtual ma ihinc i abl run e ti 1 on 16 bit 
rocc ·s rs locked a 
pow ·rful 32 bit process rs. 
Porl 1hiUt .. 11tho11 h irn1 I ·111 ·nl ·d in nati e c 
MHz, and an al m thl up 1 much more 
rf · nee, the K 
virtual in ·hin ha u hi rhly portable architc ture th t red cc· y tern 
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been implemented in a completely system-independent manner, enabling speedy 
porting to any host platform. 











Virtu 11 Machine 
Java 
Uses MJDP APl as 
reference. Limited 
functions over the 
operating system but 
easier to learn. Comes 
in high-level language 
nature. 
oes not need re et 
when the resources on 
the device are 
exhausted. User can 
regain control on th 
operating ystcm. 
Provide clas e t build 
user interf acc. Interface 
is build fa tcr with 
moderate quality. 
up ported 
Requires • a 
machine t run. 
C++ 
Uses the Palm OS API 
as reference. More 
controls provided but 
hard to learn. ome in 
low-I vel language 
nature. 
Require hard-re et t 
re t the tern when 
the re our e on the 
device are c hau ted. 
e n t require virtual 
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2.3 Operating System 
Software are designed to control the hardware of a specific computer system in 
order t:o allow u ers and application programs to employ it easily. The op rating system 
mediates between hardware and application programs. It handles the details of sending 
instructions to the hardware and allocating y tern re ource in ca t of conflict , 
Operating system on a PDA is different from the operating system on a P 
Because of the hardware constraints with the PDA, such as the memory size PDA s 
operating systems are build in small capacity simpler and work with p ific functi n 
that comes with the PDA, such as the touch creen functi n . here are nl a few 
operating systems for PDA in th market now, with the Palm and Window 
dominating. Below arc the brief de cripti n on the pcrating tern . 
2.3. I PalmOS 
Palm originally was a oftware firm, creatin h n itin -r . gniti n th. re 
for the handhold of other companie . Wh n they in th' m • 
handwriting-recognition that i still u ed in t da Palm in t -t m t f 
t day s comp ti tor ju t ign red the a c f u e and th hi hr gniti n rat f th n w 
y tern and did not want to u e it - becau e it required me dditional ork from the 
u er, she had to I ·urn the . p ·ci 11 ru fiti tr k • . I alm th 'fl d • 1 d that th did want 
lo brin th ir rodu 'I to inn ·t. And b ·cuu · n b uld er ate a hard are device to 
fit th 11 pur] o, · they just er· 1t ·d th ·ir own I l A 1 and named it PalmPil t, fitted with 
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thatstilJ count for today's success of the Palm OS devices. Fact is: The current market 
share of Palm S handhelds lie between 45% and 80% depending on who makes the 
questionnaire and how a handheld is defined. Nonetheless Palm did not always have an 
easy time, they were challenged by their competitors namely WINDOWS CE and PSION'S 
EPOC. This challenge lead to red figures and Palm had to react. The firm did so by 
splitting into two firms in 200 I, each one re ponsible for one of the two cor 
competences of the 084. The firm r sponsible for the licensed it to e eral hardware 
providers, one of them being Palm itself. ther ones includ HA.No PRIN ·and o 
Palm PDAs typically come with several ba ic pr ductivity applications such a : 
Address, alculator, Date Book, xpense Memo ad N te Pad 
Designing applications for Palm powered P A i rather differ nt fr m 
developing application for a high-powered Pentium P whi h u er tend t it do 1 and 
w rk for long hours. Palm p wered handheld , n the ther h nd, 
smaJI, battery-operated device used frequently but intennittentl here are a fh 
advantages that inherited in Palm that makes it the m t pular handh I i , 
operating ystern today. elow ar ome fthem [1]: 
1) Ea y to u e 
The Palm pint rm' en e u me n I w t mmg hi h pr u ti ity 
and fast deployment. Typic 11 u age h rter than on a 
P -- the user get ' in, apture or ac c e d t and ge ut. In that model, a 
u · r can't af ord to f umble ur und with n t d dial g s and hidden 
comuumds, The s st »n's d '. i tn mu ·t anticipate u · r n · . and ta e care of them 
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of how a product will actually be used and how to make that simple and 
lightning-fast, 
2) The widest range of software and hardware 
Palm Powered systems are cusromizabl to the needs of an individual user or of a 
corporate department. User needs vary tremendously and Palm ' "one iz 
fits one" philosophy matches their needs much better than the "one iz fits all" 
design used by other handheld ystems. 
3) Easy to carry 
The Palm is de igned ju t for mobile de ice . ft u e memo and b tt 
power very efficiently, enabling Palm P wered hardware companie t de ign 
extremely small and lightweight sy tern . Palm P w red handh Ids tart at I·, 
than four ounces and five cubic inch s that' mailer than rn ller c nd 
their batteries can last up to weeks without a recharge. 
PalmO Architecture 
In order to pr vide the basic characteri tic f m bile mputin 
devices Palm ' 
has been de igned very diligent! int mponent 
architecture. From th, tort, the Ile ible, · ten i I· P Im h m d ign d to grow 
u ' r ne d . Th pen, 1 ul r archite tur allov s d elopers, 
Ii ien ' ·s~ all iance and •M partner, dev I p inn ati e n ' pr ducts and 
upplic uion f ir 11 rupi :II pun linu lobul u ·r mar ct JI in is the de cripti n of 
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Application Toolbox 
Gr rrtu M n~gu r 
Ru!lurc1 M11n11ger 
F111111rw M nager 1 htntMa gr Serl I tr Sound t) r Mod111M Ott 
De11ice Hardware 3rd Pnrty Hordwa're 
Figure 2.2: Ar hit uure of Palm 
The S is built around the kernel, which handles all I w-le el ornmunicati n 
with the processor, interrupts, provide rnultita king and me age queuing t lb that 
resides on top of it. The kernel accc se the hardware via a hard. ar i a . tra tic n la • 
(HAL). n top of the kernel, there are the y tern rvicc . Tho care a tuall map d 
R M commands, o they are pretty fa t in c uti n. n the 
are the librairies, which are either produced b the tion 
individual licen ec . n top f th c librairie th n ar th a m fth m 
with an individual r omehow tandard per mpan and I r thi 
varying) toolbox . 
. .1.2 Po ik •IP 
Poe 1 P rn un th r ·r ic n r Pr A th t i ·tting m r popular am ng the 
Pl A U.' ·rs. Po ·t P • h fl • oflwarc that include 0 rating rtem and useful 
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easy-to-use interface and multimedia features. It includes a bundle of components from 
Microsoft CE which is a et of S compon nts used by OS de elopers to build custom 
OS, and application components, such as Media Player MS Pocket Internet Explorer 
MS Pocket Word, MS Pocket xcel and MS Pocket Outlook. 
Since Pocket PC is manufactured independently, a ariety of differ nt maker 
and models of Pocket PC are now available such a ompaq Hewlett-Packard Casio, 
Toshiba, NEC, Fujitsu, etc, but all Pocket P have one thing in common, that is they ar 
alJ powered by Microsoft Window (Window 3. , in p rticular . hi gi e 
them the same level of compatibility and inter peratability that e i ted within de t p 
Windows. etter till, they can be connected tom t Wind w P to tran f r ackup 
or synchronize the user's data. 
Pocket P 2002 i a revised edition f P cket P . It \I 
and it replaces Pocket PC 2000 (code named c Rapier . It i 
de nam "Merlin' 
interface to run on th Window 3. platf rm. P ck t P 2 nl u 
ba ed proces ors, but c me with many new upgrade an 
2002 Phone dition, the P A itself c n be u ed bringin more 
ionvenience to the users. I P k t PC getting 
more p pular loday: 
• 1i'nmili t.rit to Wiudows-h •· id y t m: P ik ·t P has the .arne interface as the 
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• Better Web browser: The mini Windows Explorer in the Pocket PC is one of 
the best web browsers for a PDA today. 
• Easy multitasking: Pock t P allows user to open more than one application at 
a time, although only on application sere n can be appear at a time. This makes 
it a bit faster to jump between applications. 
• MP3 player: Pocket PC comes in standard with Windows Media Player for MP3 
and other multimedia format file. 
• Wide range of support software: With P cket PC, supporti e ftwar can be 
found through web or vendors that suit the user need ea ily. 
2.3.3 EPOC 
P is an operating y tem intr duced b P i n, th fir t maj r manufa tu 'r 
of PDA. ft is an de igned f r mall, portable c mput r-tel ph nc 
access to phone and other information ervice . 
communication and architecture f radding appli ation pr gram . P i n d lar d it t t 
to be an open operating ystem and ti n d it t ther · ui m nt 
maker . Psion then formed a new company with ri 
called mbian, which now licen .es -:. 
equipment manufacturer P 
P tlmPil l use' il. own proprietar 
I· I'( 
an alternati Mic 
r rtable 
Wind \. s CE. 3Com's 
st m Palm . [2). 
tern that sup rt a n-based 
rnphical u. er i111crfu e lJI . II iH wt i1tc11 i11 the '1 pr}' am min' language · in an 
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In addition to basic services the operating system comes with an "application suite," that 
includes a word processor, e-mail handl r preadsheet program, a scheduling 
application, general purpose database sketch program world clock voice recorder, spell 
checker, calculator, communication programs, and a Web browser. EPOC can be scaled 
from relatively large configuration for a fully-functional handheld computer to small 
configurations for embedded applications. 
Although POC can be ported to other microproces or yrnbian' preferred 
platform is the Advanced RISC Machines (ARM) architectur . mbian consid r ARM 
the best platform in terms of millions of instruction per econd (MlP ) per watt and per 
dollar cost. ymbian provide development kit for and for PL, a A J -likc 
language. Java support is in beta te t. Programmer write pr grams at a P and e an 
• It is 11 stand-alone miniature computer: M t of the ther P ada ar 
designed to work closely with a P . Whereas with P 
things with it and independent of the P 
• It requires few memory spaces: P run ith m II run unt f m rn thus 
an d all th' 
alJowing others application t run sm thly. 
• A lot of built-in office-type application: m v ith l t f han 
application th 1l is useful to daily opcr ti n • ' ithout the h to install them 
munuall . 
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2.4 Review of existing similar system 
PahnForce's Personal Organizer is a module that allows users to plan th ir daily 
schedule and set reminder for certain important events using the Palm devices. It i 
useful and provides easy-to-use interface for it u er . In the market t day, there are 
many similar products that provide more or less the same functi n . elow are me r 
them and a table that introduce some of the ba ic features. 
2.4.1 MyWeek 
MyWeek i a pictorial, weekly planner that interfa v 'th th· tandnrd 
List and ate Book applications. It runs in Palm or high r nd it fits in m t f 
th Palm evices available today. MyWeek all w 
• Drag T o & ate ok item fr m rt k 
• Toggle etween split and full at/ un 1 w 
• rganize your o Li t from within MyWe 
• r anizc your Date ook from within M Wee 
• E pun<l I h d I I) l full sere 'll 1 ·w 
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• Color-code '1 o Do & ate Book items by category 
MyWeek utilizes established preferenc s for To Do List sorting order, "Show 
Completed Items," "Record ompletion Date" Date Book Start and End Times Alarm 
Preset, and overall handheld privacy settings. This application includes support for: 
• International users 
• Palm Tungsten 320 x 320 high-resolution display 
• Sony lie 320 x 320 high-resolution display 
• Sony Clie 320 x 480 high-resolution display and virtual silk creen 
• Handera 330 high-resolution display and minimiz d graffiti area 
1 •• 
If d x 
7.00pO~p y 
Fri Feb 1 
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2.4.2 WinOrganizer 
WinOrga.nizer is a full-scale personal information manager (PIM) that helps it 
users to organize and plan their business and p rsonal life. It's a planner notepad and 
address book combined in one powerful application.The organizer comprises all features 
of its paper prototype in a more comfortable way, which makes working with it quicker 
and easier. Its user-friendly interface combines all the users' notes bookmarks holidays 
reminders, appointments, task lists contacts, and password into a coherent tr e outline 
form that can be customiz d as required. Th data can be protect d by pas w rd t limit 
the access to the users' per onal information. U ers will be able to trac e eryda task 
and what's more, the program will notify them of the up orning ent and ta 
Jn addition, like in a usual rganizer Note powered b 
tools perfectly suit for keeping variou information uch a n re , re ipe film u 
quotation , table , picture , Web-links, and e en entire page m the Int cm I. 
The program is equipped with flexible sorting and filterin l ML- 
printing, automatic phone dialing, as well as integration with the in tall d -rnail Ii nt 
and Web brow er. All traditional holiday are in lud d in th r ram, plu u u a 
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2.4.3 DateMnte 
Figure 2 . ./: Win )rgcmi:: sr 
DateMatc i an rganizer that arrange all the u er 
business events, public holidays and any other event in ne rganiz d Ii t. at"Mat 
will automatically enter event in th u c ate k n ti th m f up- mm nt '. 
perating in Palm 3.5 or higher, this program i rnpatibl • t m t f th Palm 
devices that arc available in the market. 
Feature : 
• With Zodia ·vi ·w - 
• I hrndl s 11ny kind of ·v ·nt - from irthda 
'V Ill •. 
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• AJI events are presented in a nicely-laid out table - easily browse the yearly 
calendar. 
• Import ev nts from the users addr ss book 
• Automatic Datebook updating 
• Special1y designed reminder 
• f mport event lists from the Internet and ha e th m automatically updated in the 
Date Book 
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Ian Lennon 
IJnA.ranct 
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2.4.4 Comparison between existing software and Personal Organizer 
The reviews among existing software solutions are as followed: 
xisting Software Solutions 
My Week 
• MyWeek runs on Palm OS 3.0 or 
higher 
• Does not include notepad for user 
to jot down notes 
• Does not provide address book 
function for the users 
WinOrganizer 
• WinOrganizer runs on desktop 
platform, that is the Windows 
• lncludes a lot of per onal 
management modules, allow users 
to manage their activities more 
effectively, but not suitable on 
Palm devices 
DateMate 
• ateMate runs on Palm .5 or 
higher 
• ocs not provide not spad for u er. 
to jot down note 
• ocs riot provid • alarm lock 
functions 
• uod 01· uniz stru tur · 011 ·v nts 
PalmForce Personal Organizer 
• Personal Organizer runs under 
Palm OS 4.0 
• Provides basic and sufficient 
functions that are needed by u er 
for personal usage 
• Provides ea y to use interface and 
reminder to alarm the user ab ut 
certain events 
• Allow the u er to j t down 
temporary note 
• Allow u er to set up alarm 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter covers all the r searches and studies that had been carried out to 
gain relevant knowledge on the project criteria. Since I had no previous experience in 
developing a mobile application I had search through the web to gather information in 
this area. These information had greatly aid me while I'm doing the latter part of this 
project. 
The information that I had gathered include the programming languages that ar 
available to develop a mobile application. The most popular are the ++and Java. 
Therefore extensive studies had been carried out on thi 2 criteria. Another important 
aspect is the type of the PDA that are available on the market today. Thi in lude the 
Palm device, Pocket P and Psion, heir perating y tern namcl Palm 
WindowC and POC are being studied. 
Another of re earch that had been carried out i the anal on imilar cxi tin, 
software. Programs that have the similar function that w uld b th f tur in P nut 
Organizer are being reviewed and analyze. 
After the literature review wa carried ut a I rer pi rur f 
the project had been obtained. It i hoped that thi revi w will h I in th isi n to 
choose the proper developrn nt t r th d I pm n1 pha ' hi· h will 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter have introduced the overview and information gathered in 
the literature search and review where as this chapter would further elaborate the 
justifications for the chosen project methodology the rea on why such methodology was 
chosen, and the fact-finding technique that is used to gather information throughout this 
project. 
3.2 Software development life cycles 
Software development life cycles are abstract m del that define th a ti itic , 
ordering of activities and information flow associated with the de el pm nt of lfi '. 
Life cycles exist for describing the entire development pr e s a \ ell a f r parti ulnr 
focused activities uch as system te t or preparing to ref ea 
form the basi of project management. With ut th t 
software development is suppo ed to undertake a proje 't man emenr i. n t pabl the 
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3.3 Prototyping 
Prototyping is a system development methodology that uses "trial and error" 
approach for discovering how a system should operate. The greatest strength of 
prototyping is that the process helps to develop a close working relationship between the 
system developer and the users. This relationship assists build trust and acceptance for 
the new system. A second strength of the prototyping is that it is arguably the best 
system development method for identifying how a system should operate when the 
system's specifications are hard to define. Also the cycle f the pr totyping pr ce 
proceeds rapidly. Figure below shows how prototyping work . 
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Once the decision to prototype has been made, there are 4 main guidelines that 
must be used when integrating prototyping into the requirements determination phase of 
the system. The guidelines are as follow. 
~ Work in a manageable modules 
• Speed is essential to the successful prototyping of an information systems 
• Putting together an operational prototype both rapidly and early in the system 
development allows the analyst to gain valuable insight into how the reminder of 
the project should go 
~ Modify the prototype in uccessful iteration 
• Construction of the prototype must support m dification . Making the prototype 
modifiable means creating it in module that are not highly independent. 
• ntering the prototype phase with the idea that th proto "' will re urr • 
modification i a helpful attitude that demonstrate t u r h their 
feedback is if the system is to improve. 
Stressing the user interface 
• The user interface with the pr totyp ·ry rm rt nt. r m n u " th· 
interface is the system. 
• Many of the intricacie of interface mu t 
the prototyping phase. 
tr mlin r rgn r alt g ther in 
Protot pin ' onsists of Sl..?V .rnl steps as shown in t rur . l. here are 
I. I fonlify nown R ·quiu;in ul. 
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3. Use Prototype 
4. Review Prototype 
5. Repeated as needed 
3.3.1 ldentify Known Requirements 
The determination of application requirements 1s as important under the 
prototype development method as when using the classical systems de elopment life 
cycle method or structured analysis. Therefore, before a prototype is created both u er 
and system analyst work together to identify the known requirement that must be met 
To do so, they determine the purp se that the y tern will erve and the pe fit 
capabilities. Throughout this and all the tep in the pr tot pc de lo ment man 
responsibilities are shared between u er and anaJy t. In thcr w rd th' md-u 'T i 
directly involved. 
Activitie in thi pha e c nsi t of interviewing u er m nagem nt ummarizin 
the knowledge obtained, estimating the 
'er can ha c ex criencc of r rauizinu their dail 
and d um anting th' ult. 
ulc r n1 rim t rim thu 
3.1.2 D 've"1p Wt!rki11g Mml •I 
Pro tot pi 11 1 1. e. 11 it ·wll d · slopm ·111 procc ·s 'I h pr cc s 1~ .tarted by 
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the development process. However, because of the nature of this development method it 
is difficult to , et a firm completion date. To begin the fir t iteration, u er and anal st 
jointly identify the data that are needed in the s stem and specify the output the 
application must produce. This means describing the individual reports and documents 
the system should provide and the layout of each. The anal st also stimates the 
prototyping cost. The system analyst performs con. truction of the initial prototype. 
Speed in producing a running sy tern is es ential o that momentum n the pr ject i not 
lost and so that u: er can quickly begin e aluating the application. 
3.3.3 Use Prototype 
It is the user'. re. pon ibilities tow rk with th pr t t pc and aluutc it Icntu · 
and operation. "xperience with system in the actual applic tion ntin 1 hould pr idc 
the familiarity needed 10 determine what hangc or cnhan ment arr' n r 
which in adequate r undesirable features t eliminat . [ 1 
During thi tage, proje t must e er .atcd ir t an thi proj t i ri iinal pr 
and it i coiled prot t p . y the wa • this protot P" i nl u to in if. 
3.3.4 Review Prototype 
I urine the • aluuuon, thcr 1~ a nee I ' captur in t rmati n n \; hat u ers like 
1111<.J dish ·, nou ·1111 why th· r ·a t us th· d ·1 h · 111 ormau n ill influence the 
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It also provides insight into characteristic of the users and the business setting for 
the application. hanges for the protot pe ar plann d before the r are made. 
3.3.5 Repeated As Needed 
The process describe may be repeated several times to evolve the application. Four to six 
iterations are typical. This proce sends when both u er and anal st agree that th 
system has evolv d to include the neces ary features or when it i evident that there i n 
benefit to additional iteration. 
During this stag , user can have mor pportunit for chang in this tern. If 
th re are not any change. and additional f atures in thi y tern th pr ce .. t de cl 
the system is regarded a ucces ful. 
3.3.5 Tlie Use of Prototype 
iven below are the four way to ed after inti rmati n g tined fr m 
developing and using the prototype has been evaluat d: 
I. Abandon Application 
2. Implement Prototype 
Redevelop Application 
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Both prototype and application are discarded. Developing the prototype provided 
information from which to determine that the application or the intended approach is 
inappropriate to justify additional development. 
2. Implement Prototype 
The features and performance will meet user needs either permanently or for the 
foreseeable future. This strategy may be selected when the application environment is 
changing so fast that it is difficult to determine long-term or stabl application 
requirements. 
3. Redevelop Application 
Development of the prototype provided ufficient informati n t determine the 
future necessary in the fully application. This informati n is u cd a the tarting point f r 
development of the application in a manner that make the be t iblc u c f 
resources. 
4. Begin New Prototype 
Information gained by development of the initial prototype ugge ts alternati e 
strategies or circum tances. A different prototype is c n tructed t 
about application requirement . 
3.4 Reason why Prototypin 1 model is cho en 
I. Prototyp ·s are lnexpen ivc to build 
Th1.; ·osl of buildin tt protot r> for Palml ore relau 1 1 than uilding a 
fully workin , upplic uion und thiii cnublc the pr ~cct t • devel JX}d ·ily without 
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2. Fewer Errors 
Prototype model can allow errors to be detected earlier. Requirements validation 
is performed since users are able to experiment with requirements and the system. The 








3. More opportunity for changes 
Some of the requirements proposed in this project earlier were chang fr m time 
to time according the needs of each module and also becau e f the 
given for it to be completed. 
4. Unfamiliar with Palm programs' interface 
ince Palm program are quite new for me and I nl ha 
ifi tim ram 
experience using it, then prot type i the be l metho 
reduce errors in the end oft he product. 
S. O igning n syst •m for us rs' ne ds t. nd • p ctation 
u b au it can help t 
sin pr itotypc in d ·veloprnent belt r Ii with u r n and e pectations. A Palm 
ru mizcr muinl ioncenuu! • on the needs o th· u iers espe ·iull th · want an 
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friendly application, this project has graphical user interface that is attractive, direct and 
easy to understand. 
I 
List of ~ ............. List of ~ ............. List of 
Revisions Revisions Revisions 




1• .. .. 
Prototype Prototype Prototype Test 
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3.5 Fact Finding Techniques 
Fact-finding techniques refer to the methods of gathering information, 
requirements and preferences cone ming the ystem to be built. This techniques are 
indeed needed in order to establish a complete understanding of the system. A few 
techniques have been us d in this project for gathering useful and related data. It is also 
called information gathering or data collection. 
l) Questionnaire 
Questionnaires are special-purpose document that allow the analyst t collect 
information and opinions from respondents. The document can be ma - 
produced and distributed to respondents, who can then omplete the 
que tionnaire on their own time. ue tionnaire allow the anal t t 
from a large number of people while maintaining unif rm re pon l: . When 
dealing with a large audience, no other fa l-finding te hnique an ta ulatc th· 
same facts as efficiently. 
2) Internet urfing 
Internet is used a the main re our c f r refer in 1 n ambiguiti th t n 
during the entire development peri d. Thr ugh th lnternet, m ff m the 
similar syst m have been oil cted and th u r int rfa d f similar 
y tern can provide the nece ary guidelines. Th Int m t an also pro ide the 
technique on how lo use the development to >I in thi proj ct. All the knowledge 
nbout lh hurdwar · und softw tr· can c und in Internet. 
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Several informal interviews and discussions with the people who used some 
similar existing sy tern have been carried out. These people include student, 
working people and etc. By interviewing these people, information on how 
people feel about the software and application for PDA on today's market can be 
acquired. Because that some of the existing system is used as a private and 
confidential system, thus informal interview will allow the developers to gather 
personal opinion of the users about such system. 
4) Documentation tudy 
Documentation that i referred in thi context i ranged from techni al ftware 
papers to books on PDA programming. ertain journal and article a ut 
programming with PDA arc gathered and studied t g la clear picture n h w t 
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3.6 Chapter Summary 
In order to develop a system that is really fulfilled the users needs, a proper 
development process model should be followed. The model should be chosen carefully, 
according to the needs of the development process and the unique features in the system. 
This chapter reveals the methodology that had been chosen to develop the 
system. The model chosen is the prototype model which in short means developing the 
system by referring to the user feedback on the prototype. With this model, user will 
have more chances to view their opinion to the developer , thu allow the develo r t 
change the system according to the user's needs. In addition, thi model would be le 
cost expensive compared to other model . error can be detected in a mu h ·arli ·r ta 1 • 
during the development proce s so that it can be sol e b fore it i t o late. 
In this chapter the information or fact finding te hnique had be en eal id 1 
well. These techniques are used to gather valuable inf rmati n ab ut th t m and 
ea e the developer work n the re uircrnent anal i . 
knowledge portal where the developer find their luti n thr u h thi 
problem ' o e met. 
th' 
hen 
With the help of the prototyping m del, it i h ped that th pr ~ ct will go on 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
System Analysis refers to th investigation, analysis, design, implementation and 
evaluation of an information system, usually with the aim of computerizing some human 
activity. First, the problem to be solved must be accurately defined. The existing system 
is then investigated to understand how it works, using techniques such as flow charts and 
decision tables. Next, the results of the investigation are analyzed and used as the basis 
for the design of a new system making optimum u e to the available computer 
hardware, software, and staffing resources. If it is a new system to be developed, all the 
user requirements such a user interface, data entry screen r port , e urit and ct n 
well as the possible constraints need to be identified until the mplete unde tanding f 
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4.2 Questionnaire Summary 
4. 2.1 Questionnaire Design 
Four important points to be considered in a questionnaire design are: 
• The need to make things easy for the subject 
• The need for unambiguous questions 
• The need to gather precise data 
• The need to support intended analysis 
The combination of open-ended questions and closed question ar chosen in the 
questionnaire design. Close question is cho en to limit the re p n e option a ailable to 
the respondent and eventually ease the analysis and interpretation f their re pon e 
without using a computerized content anaJysis program. pen-ended quc ti n i ho n 
to gather all possible responses to the questions from the re 
questionnaire is attached in opp ndix. 
4.2.2 Questio1111aire Result 
Respondents 
Fir t of all this urvey which is cu i ·d nn ir nducted 
to know the u er re, pcm e and comment of Per nal rgani r. The r spondents were 
on Ists of local univcrsit tudents tud nt , adult , pro e sion, workers and 
m 111y more. 'I he qu ·stionrmirc wa: di tributcd t the u er f l 00. Thi i t make sure 
thut more iccuratc anulysi can re. ultcd rom the qu ·stionnaire . e iide · that, ufficient 
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Result 
The overall of survey wa based on the questionnaires that collected from the 
user and data needed to be analysis to obtain the user requirements. Therefore, complete 
details of the questionnaires are important and some questionnaires have been discarded 
because of uncompleted form. Therefore, only 76 complete questionnaires gathered 
from the respondents where the remaining 24 questionnaires were discarded. The 
analysis result i shown as below: 
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I o Personal Digitt:ll l Assistant (PDA) 
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From the survey, it's clear that more than half of the total of user which is 50.0% 
uses the computer to manage their personal information. The user chose the computer to 
store personal information is that the computer storage is much greater than a handheld 
device like PDA. User would like to store more data into their own computer like 
personal comput r and notebooks. The following method is to use PDA organizer in 
which 39.5% user would like to use a PDA to personal information storage. In the 
advancement of computer technology, the user felt that PDA would be a suitable d vice 
to store information. Since some of the us r who inexperience in computer technology 
onJy 10.5% of the users prefer to use special book. 
User requirements for Personal Organizer 
Through the questionnaires, user requirements for th P r onal rganizcr ha c 
been collected from. The e requirements are important to build a r u t P r nal 
Organizer that will fulfill the user requirements. 
L 
Functionality 
ontact f nformati n 
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12 
o Personal Information 
• Contacts Information 
o To-Do Planner 
o Alert Functions 
•Others 
Figure 4.2: Us r r quirem nts pi ihart 
hen, funcuonalitie for the Personal rganizer that required b th us r wer 
features or functionality that they would like t ha e in the P r nal rganizer. 111 
this is a personal organizer, most of the user which i 64 ut f 7 ha mm nted that 
personal information must be included in the Pers nal rgaruzer. he main re c n 1 
they can store several of personal inforrnati n u h ~ w •i ht hei ht and ther 
information in their personal organizer. ata can it a and able fr m 
anywhere and anytime. 
The following highc I total )Ul f 7 u er wa plann r h re 51 users 
slut d lhol th · 11c ·d lo huv · s >111' T .. Do planner in their deil Ji e. Th need to have a 
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activities and less time for any activities planning. Therefore, a Personal Organizer will 
be the best organizer for them to have a well-planned schedule. 
On the other hand, 32 users have chosen the alert functions to the third 
component that important in Personal Organizer. The reason that user ticked this 
function as their designed requirements in the organizer because alert functions can help 
to remind the user of certain time or date that they think is important to them. This can 
help them to remember their activities and manage their time better. 
Finally, contact information is one of the functionality that required by the u er 
which 25 user among 76 would like to tore the contact information. 
onclusion 
In conclusion, the questionnaires had ucce sfull llect d th u · r 
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4.3 System Requirements Analysis 
System Requirement Analysis is an activity that encompasses investigating a 
current system to folly understanding how it works, it present problem, existing 
constraints on the solution of the desired system [Barbara Robinson, Many Prior, 1995]. 
Soft system methodology has been adopted to identify problem situation, to analysis 
requirements and to design how system to solve problem. 
Requirement analysis covers the area of functional and non-functional 
requirements of the Personal Organizer module. Anyway this phase needs proposed 
users as well as the outline and the technology to be used in the ystem development are 
defined. It is indeed an imp rtant feature of the y tern or a de cripti n f mething that 
makes the system capable lo proceed while fulfilling the module intcnti n. 
4.3. 1 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement refer to th de cripti n f a ti itic fun ti 11 and 
services or features a system must provide. In the e t t 
particular in ut and h uld behave in ome particular itu ti n . m rim it i al 0 
stated tha! what system should not d . Furthcrrn re it i indepen nt from the 
irnpl ·montati n of the elution. 
p ·r ional or anizcr is a pro tram that allow th u r t ch dule their tasks and 
tor, their cont act. II contain» u reminder to that all w the u ·er to .et the PDA to 
<Ji!lpl iy t • t or beep soUJ1 J to r nnind them of c 'rt!lin events. el w ar the functi nal 
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1) Setup P rsonal Information 
The u er can store their personal information with this function. The info 
includes name, date of birth gender address phone number etc. 
2) Edit .ontacts 
Users will be able to add and edit their contacts information with this function. 
The information that can be store includes the contact name address and phone 
numbers. 
3) Vi 1w lontacts 
Users can view the contacts they stored in their PDA in a complete li t with thi 
function. The information di played i the contact name and their ph nc 
numbers, in a list. 
./ Edit To o List 
/\ T o Li l is provided in thi m dul to allow th u rs t \ ite d v 1 th 
thing· that they want to do and remind them I e later with th remind r 
function r the 'Y tem. er· can edit the Ii t with th dit function. 
/II 'W To I o f,1.vl 
The s . 1 m will in ·rul · th · 'lo f o Ii 'l in n pr I ·r f rmat for the u e · to refer 
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time. Users can view the detail about the events in the list that they had selected 
too. 
6) Set Reminder 
User will be able to set the event in their PDA with reminder that would alert the 
user about certain events that need their attention. 
7) et Alarm 
User will be able to set the alarm to th time they needed to alert them el e . 
8) Vi11w Time 
User will be provided a digital clock where the u er will be h wn the urr nt 
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4.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements define the description of other features 
characteristic, and system constraints that define a satisfactory system. It is a description 
of the constraints that limit the boundaries of the proposed solutions. The non-functional 
requirements for the system are: 
• Reliability 
The system should be reliable in performing its daily functions and operations. ft 
shall not produce any fatal or costly failure when it is being u ed. Beside', it i 
expected to perform its intended function accurately and precisely. 
• Usability 
The system should be easy to use and navigate. The cornple: ity 
shall be eliminated. The usability of the system will promi e it will not limit and 
restrict the daily operations as well a the admini tration. 
• Security 
The system ought to provide suffici nt curi t pre nt I akag f confidential 
private information. When the u er ne d such infonnation, 
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• Manageability 
The system should be developed in the sense of easy manage. All the modules 
and functions integrated will be provided in simple mode. This will make the 
maintenance and enhancement simpler and less time consuming. 
• Flexibility and scalability 
The system should be able to perform and executed in differ nt platform. ft will 
take advantage over the technology that is chosen to construct it and expand it to 
meet changing requirements. 
• Robustness 
he system that is consisting of different module will be te ting t 
module achieves its expected outcome and functions. After the m dule te tin, 
the modules will be then integrated and tested. Any errant that i di 
during the system testing will be solved immediate! . Thi will en ut th 
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4.4 Conclusion on Selected Tools and Technology 
4. 4.1 Developer platform - Windows XP 
Windows XP is the latest release of Microsoft Windows operating system series. t 
includes the core modules that is being inherited through the Windows family, with 
enhancement in security and file management. It has great networking features, allowing 
user to set up a local network easily and transfer file between them. The remote control 
features is another strong point for Windows XP. The reasons why Windows XP is 
chosen as the development platform is that: 
1) Tt provides compatibility to the development t ol needed 
Windows XP allow developers to set up the d velopment envir nment fa t and 
convenient. The tools that are needed to build thi pr ~ t are all upport b thi 
ver ion of Windows, so there is no worry on the c mpati ility. 
2) Great support on networked development platform 
As mentioned earlier, Wind w XP allow de el et up th eir Jn l al 
network fa t and easy. They II just need to install their n tv rk n th 
workstation and plug them together. This all w file haring an b d n between 
the developers, which i an imp rtant eature need d in this pr ~e t. 
1ood sccui ity fcatur ·s 
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4.4.2 Programming Language -Java 
Java 2 Mobile dition(J2ME), a stated in chapter 2, is a Java platform release 
by Sun Microsystem to meet the demand of mobile programming. It includes classes and 
packages for programmers to use when developing programs for mobile devices. There 
are several reasons why it is chosen as the main technology used in this project: 
J) It is free 
Java provides the J2ME as a free source to download from its web site. 
Developer can go to the company s web site to download the package and the 
relevant information about it. 
2) an be developed and run on multi platform 
One of the special features of Java technology i that it an b run on ifferent 
platform without modification n the program, a l ng a the platform i . in tall d 
with the required virtual machine. J2ME is no e ception. e eloper an h o · 
to develop on a inux based platform or a Window ba ed platf rm, and th" 
application that i built can be run in either ne perating y t m t . 
) It j , supported by most of the w rid le ding manufa rurers f r mobile 
dcviccs(P A) 
The advanccm nl f Java technol g ha be n n ti ed a lot of mobile device 
mumJfoclurcr in recent cur.'. To lu a lot f m bil d vice, including PDA, 
support .I ivu r ro rr nns and ur plication .. The c manufacturer· include Palm, 
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4) Java programs and application is getting more popular 
The popularity of Java programs and application is getting more popular among 
PDA users, especially among the youth. Java built programs come in small sizes 
and run effectively, suitable to the environment of a mobile device. 
5) Less development time 
Java classes' structure allows developers to reuse them once they had been 
instantiated. This can help developers to save time by u ing these existing 
classes. 
4.4.3 Development Tools- Borland }Builder 9.0 
Borland's JBui.lder 9.0 is an Integrated D velopment n ironment 
tailored for Java developers .. It comprises almost everything that i need d b the 
developers, including the compiler and the debugging m de. he US"r int rfa i fairl 
easy to use, and it fully support mobile edition. The Ja a Wircle lkit 1. .4 i 
included in the package, therefore it ea e the d vel per j b t find an th r uit for the 
wirelcs toolkit. The main rea on why it is h en a th I f r thi pr ~ tare: 
1) Il includes all the neces ary c mponen ne ded t d elop this project 
There are icveral extra component· that re need d to de lop this module 
properly, and with IBuild ·r .0, ever thing is in a undle. Components such as 
the virtual m 1 ·hin • ·dilo • debu zer and plug-in for the Palm emulator are 
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2) It has full support from Borland 
Being developed by Borland, it receives full support from the company. Updates 
and FAQ can be found on the company's web site and can be downloaded easily. 
3) fl has easy to use interface and features to help developers 
Borland's JBuilder comes with a well designed interface that allows develop r 
to browse through their files easily. very command and function is well place 
for easy reference. The editor can displace the possible function and parameter 
within a class, similar to the Virtual tudio r lea e by Micro oft. JBuilder 9.0 
can automatically generate u eful code for the devel pers a well when the 
want to start a n w project, thu saving work and time for the de el pers, 
For per onal u age Borland' JBuilder can b d wnl aded ti r free fr m th 
folJowing web site: http://www.borland.com/jbuilder/ 
Below is demonstration of the fD 's interface: 
M 
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Figure 4.3: JBuilder user interface 
4.4.4 User Platform - PalmOS 
Palm OS, as stated earlier in chapter 2 is a powerful op rating system developed 
by Palm Inc that comes with all the basic functions that are needed to perform on a 
PDA. There are several reasons why Palm OS is being chosen as the target platform, 
listed below are some ofth m. 
1) It is the most famous PDA operating system 
Palm OS is one of the most famous PDA operating system in the world toda . 
Although it had been challenged by various type of operating system, Pocket P 
for example, but it has improved itself and still leading the operating ystem 
ales. 
2) Lots of models that meet different user demand 
Palm OS PDA comes in various model, some with cxten i c multim xiia 
function, some are well designed for business people. Thu it can aura t u ~r in 
various field. 
3) Palm P As are mall light and ea y t u e 
Palm comes with the rafitti h ndwriting r gniti n functi n th t allov the 
to detect the u ers handwriting. his all w th us rs t input data easily, 
especially while walking. Palm device tend to be small and light too, making it 
ea 'Y lo be carried around. 
4) 11 is computibl ·with P and Ma· mputer 
1)11 h 8 an b · co:nncctcd to P and Moc c m uter ing ca le and a conduit. 
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4.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter the summary of the information gathered is being displayed. 
Functional and non-functional requirem nts are b ing listed down in order to give a 
clear picture about what the system should do. In the functional requirements list, the 
requirements are divided into the general requirements and specific requirements. For 
the non-functional requirements, there are a few important aspect being discussed, 
including the security, usability, robustness, manageability, reliability, flexibility and 
scalability. Then the oftware and hardware requirements for both the us r and the 
developers are being discussed. 
After working on thi chapter, a clear et of functi n and re uir mcnt arc in 1 
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Chapter 5 System Design 
5.1 r ntroduction 
System design is the pecification or construction of a technical, computer-based 
solution for the business requirements that being identified and established during the 
stage of system analysis. In other words, the design phase addresses how technology will 
be used in the system . ft focuses on the technical or implementation concerns of the 
system. Therefore, design phase is concerned with technology-based views of the 
sy tern's data, processes, and interfaces. 
System design is important in erving the purposes a stated below: 
• To transform requirement into a working y tem. 
• To determine a set of components and interc m ncnt interface that 
satisfies a specified set of requirements. 
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5.4 Data Flow Diagram 
5. 4. J Data Flow Diagram level 0 
Several DFD have been produced during the system design phase, below are the 
DFD for the personal organizer module. 
Personal User 
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Alarm time 
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5.4.2 Data Flow Diagram level-I for Manage Contacts 
New contact 











Show Contact Contact Information 
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5.4.3 Data Flow Diagram level-I for Manage To Do List 
New To Do Item 
Add To Do 
Item 
Updated To Do Item 
Edit Contact 
Updated To Do list 
Latest To Do item 
To~o~ 
Oelet d To DO item Delete Contact Updated To Do list 
Request To Do list 
Show To Do 
List To Do Information 
The To Do list 
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5.4.4 Data Flow Diagr11111 level-I for Control Reminder 
New Event, Time and Date {
Verifying the 
date a_nd time 1  P'.'""'j Sottiog> 
Verified Event, Time and Date 
Reminder Setting 
J 
Ponoool~] t Getthe r minder settings Updet d date 
~
-~ Set the 
emlnder Flag Reminder 
Sorted reminder list 
Raque t to view Vi w Reminder 
Ll5t R mind r h t 
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5.5 Database 
Application development on a mobile device faces a lot of constraint. One of 
them is the storage problem. Memory on a PDA is very limited, thus special 'databases' 
are needed to keep the data that is needed for the application to run on a PDA. In order 
to overcome this problem, SunMicrosystem had included a package in the J2ME 
technology to be use as the data store for Java developers in developing Java application. 
This package is called the Record Management System (RMS). 
RMS is a simple record-oriented database system that is used to manage the 
record stores (database file) in the application. The database system can contain a 
collection of several records that remain persistent aft r the application exit . Wh en the 
application is being run again, data can be revoked from the per i tent rec rd t r in the 
database system. The collection of records is uniquely identified by their record I , 
which is an integer value. The data for Personal rganiz r i store in e ral r rd 
stores. Below is the basic design for them. 
1) Reminder 
Thi record tore is being used t keep the reminder inf rmation th t rsonal 
rganizer receive from the u er. The data ept in h rear th remind r status 
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Data field Data type Description 
Status Boolean Set to true if the 
reminder is active, 
otherwise false 
vent Varchar The location of the 
event in the record store 
Date Date The date of the event 
Time Time The time of the event 
Table 5. 1: ata in the Reminder record tore 
2) Notes 
This record store is used to keep the notes made by the user. The e short notes 
then can be viewed by the user later. The data stored here include the notes 
written and the file name, 
Data field ala type Description 
Notes String The note 
File Name String The file nam 
Table 5.2: Data in the Not . r ord tor 
3) Personal Information 
This record tore contains the per onal informati n f th er. ll th d tail 
about the user are being kept h re. The data field kept h r in lud the us r 
name, dale of birth addres home ph nc number m · bil phone number 
pas word, height, wei ht and ace unt a lance, 
I alu field Data type 
Nume trio 1 
l ate of birth I at • 
Address • trin 1 
scription 
The us r name 
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HomePhoneNumber Long The user home phone 
number 
Mobi lePhoneNumber Long The user mobile phone 
number 
Password Varchar The password for login 
Height Integer The user height 
Weight Integer The user weight 
AccountBalance Long The user account 
balance 
- Table 5.3: Data in the Personallnfo record star 
4) Contacts 
This record store is used to store the information about the user's contacts. User 
can input the information from the screen and recall it later. The data tored 
include the contacts name, contacts addre , contact phone number and contact 
date of birth, 
Data field Data type ription 
Name String 
Address tring 
Phone I ong 
Phone2 ng 
ate of Birth ate 
Tab! 5.4: l. ala in th 
5) Alarm 
This record save the time th l u er set the alarm. h nl field in this record is 
the time that th user set. 
----F- \::~~ P • J he alann 1me 
'l',rbl • . : I r1tu 111 th, AICJrm re iord store 
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6) To-Do 
This record store keeps the To-Do-s that the u er keeps in the PDA. The data 
kept include the To-Do event the date and the reminder flag, 
Data field Data type Description 
Event String The To-Do event 
Date Date The date for the to-do 
list 
Remind Boolean S t to true if th 
reminder is set for this 
activity 
Table 5.6: Data in the Tol)o record store 
5.6 User I nterface Design 
User interface design is concerned with the dialogue between a u er and the mputer. It 
is concerned with everything from starting the system or logging into the y tern to the 
eventually presentation of desired outputs and inputs. Therefor , u er interface de i in i 
aimed to help users and businesses get the information they need in and ut of the 
system by addressing the following objective: 
>-- Ejf ectlveness as achieved through the design of interfa th t a.11 u er 
access the sy tern in a way that is congruent with their individual n eds. 
)..- E[flcie11cy a· demon trated through interfa s that both increase the speed of 
data entry and reduce errors. 
Vs r c<111sltl 1r11tl1111 n · dcm nstratcd in the d ign f suitable interfaces and by 
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) Productivity as measured by ergonomically sound principles of design for user 
interfa.ces and workspaces. 
Since the methodology that is being used to d velop this system is the prototype 
model, a user-interface prototype has been created using Visual Basic to allow the user 
to participate in the process to determine the interface de ign. The following are some of 
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5. 6.1 Screen Shot from the prototype for Personal Organizer 
e2:09AM 
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Reminder 
Current Dc!lte 
Category Event Time Date 
--N~ J ~-Delete J _ 
__ To-·Do J Schedule j _ 
Edit J 
Done J 
Figur 5. 8: R "mind ir of P rsonal rganiz r pro tot p ~ 
To-Do List 
N w 1 S h clvl J A 111ind 1 j D Of1 
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Contacts 
Name Phone Number D.0.8 
j( N·~·~ ]~ 
.................. , .. Del~ Edit J Back J 
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5.7 Chapter Summary 
System design is defined as those tasks that focus on the specification of a 
detailed computer-based solution, on the technical or implementation. There are three 
kinds of design showed in this chapter, which are the design diagram, the database and 
the user interface design. 
The design diagrams in this chapter consist of the structural chart, the context 
diagram and the data flow diagram. These diagrams partition the sy tern into sub ystem 
and functions. They show the overall of the system t be d veloped. Data fl w diagram 
provides a clear outline for the developer to understand how data would be tran fer in 
their modules. Database design is the process of translating logic I data m dcl int 
physical database schemes. ince thi application is g ing to b u e n a PDA thu it 
database needs special design as well. The record store design allow the de el t 
store data persistently on the device while saving space. he r cord tore that i g ing t 
be used in this system is discussed here to . ser interfac de ign i v ith th 
dialogue between a user and the computer. To complicated u er int rfa e ·11 p ent 
user from using the y tern. orne of the user interfa e fr m the pr t t 
displayed here. 
i bin 
Finally it is hop d thut the s st srn n d fined in thi 
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Chapter 6 System Implementation 
6.1 Introduction 
The requirement analysis, methodology and system design phases do not have a 
clear boundary in a software project. Each phase tends to overlap one another. System 
implementation is a process that converts the system requir ments and design into 
program codes. 
6.2 System Development 
System development consists the used of methodology cho en, ti rm coding, 
development tools, database connection and configuration on erver. he detail are 
illustrated as below: 
6.3 Methodology 
This project will be developed using prototyping rn del. he de el pm nt pha 
that would be carried out in this project are requirements analy i pr to pe 
atisfaction. Arter that evaluation is done on the final pr du t. urn ntati n is b ing 
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6.4 Development Environment 
6.4.1 Hardware Environment 
As stated earlier in chapter 4, there are a certain hardware specification that need 
to be met in order to develop this module. Below are some a list of the hardware 
specification that is being used during the development process: 
Computer Processor Unit Processor not les than IGHz 
Hard Disk Space 10.0GB 
Random Access Memory 256MBRAM 
Additional devices Printer, U B port, Serial port, D-RW 
Operating System Microsoft Window XP Profe i nal 
Table 6.1: Hardware dev lopment envir nm nt 
Note that there are changes in the list compared to the one in chapter 4. hi i 
due to the increase demand on the processing power on the workstation a the pr ~e t 
being run. When the emulator is being run on, the work ration would need e tra 
processing power and memory to run it smoothJy. Therefore th demand i d. 
Another additional device is the D-R W. During the development r th I a 
demand to copy files from a workstation to another, and since the lume f th flopp 
drive and U hand drive is limited thi a cd-rw i needed t r rd the 
6.4.2/11tegn1tedD1velopment Environm 111 (/DE) 
Tho ·hos ·n I J ~ thnl would be used to dcv ·I p thi · 'tcm i rland' J uilder 
.0. It comes to ether with tho Java Wirelc , Toolkit 1.0. , which i ti main Java 
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chosen as it makes the integration and coding progress simpler and easier. As other usual 
IDE, it provides the function to: 
• Language aware editing 
• Project definition facilities 
• Integrated compilation 
• Integrated stepwise execution (debugger) 
JBuilder 9.0 can integrate with different types of emulator fairly easy as well. 
With simple wizard and form, the emulator can be set up and test the application nee it 
is build. This feature allows the developer to test the application the prototype 
especially, in a convenient way. The debugger i very helpful a well. It would 
automatically detect some of the rror during code writing stage so that the d eloper 
would know the error before compile it. 
6.4.3 Emulator 
An emulator is a program that mimics a device o rating en ir nm nt th t 
when a user need to do something with this, he/she would just need t in tall th uitabl 
emulator on a P and do the work. To test the codes for this program ii an mul t r 
is needed to allow the codes to be e ecuted on the work talion, in e thi m ul i 
develop for Palm thus on emulator f r the Palm de i ic i ' 
t up in th 
work, lotion us w II. 'I his .rnulator con be et. up in .J uilder. T g ther nh th mulat r 
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6.4.4 Graphic Editor 
Graphic editor such as Adobe Photoshop and the ACDSee is being used in the 
development process, since there are icons involve in th module. Images used in a 
application for the Palm device must be in PNG format. Therefore a graphic editor is 
needed to change the format of the image into PNG format so that it can be used in the 
module. 
6.4.5 Text Editor 
Text editor is needed as documentation is done throughout the development 
process. Microsoft's Word 2003 is being used for documentation in th1i project. · .ther 
text editor such as the Notepad in the Window XP and Adobe Acr bat reader i emg 
used as well to view some of the Java reference. 
6.5 System Coding 
Coding is an iterative proce s whereby it i done until the pr grarnm r btain 
the desired re ults. There are two type of coding appr ach: ne i top- wn an th 
other one is bottom-up. The bottom-up coding i ba ed on coding om 
caU the 'lower modules whcrea' ·the ·lop-down approach i .the r •v r "- 
For this 'Y tern, coding is d nc wilh th tt m-up appr a h. · h ad antag o 
this approach n ': t zstin an b · cur ied out m s mo or the un ti n a · n a it i 
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6.6 Coding 
6. 6.1 Database Coding 
The database used in J2ME is the nns package that comes together in the java 
wireless toolkit package. It is a database style that uses stack technique to store data in 
the device. In order to save space and avoid redundant, my group member and I had 
written a class that utilize the rms function and provide a few other functions that would 
allow us to control the database in a simpler way. The basic functions include the open 
function, where a database is being prepared to be accessed. The code for this function .i 
as fo1low: 
fly { 
this.rs - RecordStore.openRecord toretre ordNam , tru ~; 
} catch (Exception e) {} 
The try and catch segment is required to catch the excepti n being thr v 1 ut b 
the function. Another function is the add data function. Thi i a functi n whcr v e had 
modified to suit the need of our application. Below i th de r thi functi n: 
public v id addData(. urlng data) { 
byt fl nl. ata; 
nl. ata data.g~tB test); 
try { 
thls.rs.setl! 1 ·otd(th/N. .urr 'nlFN, nl. ata, 0, 11/ ala I 111µ.th : 
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The parameter data is the input from the application that need to be store in the 
database. This function would prepare the data in a stream of bytes form, and use the 
setRecord function to store the data in the database. 
Interface coding 
The interface components provided by the Java package is limited. Therefore in 
order to display our data in a systematic output, a class called myTable is created to 
display the data in a table format. This class would allow the developer to display at the 
maximum 3 colwnn of data. Color would be added to each row. Below is a few lines of 
codes used to draw up the table: 
void paintts raphics g){ 
g.set o/or(l 50, 0, O); 
g.fi //Reel (0, 0, 160, 1 5); 
} 
The first code is used to set the color of the graphic object t the de ired I r. 
And the second code is used to draw a rectangle with the color. Another irn rtsnt 
graphics object that is being used in interface coding is the irnag [e t. Mo t f th, 
icon used in the module i being displayed by using the irnag obj t. am I 
line of code using this object: 
img image. ·r at /mag'(''/l ion/. ·lo ·k.l NG"); 
This code would create on Ima ie bje t img fr rn the file .PN . ft r this. 
th ima ic can bu di play in the intcrfi1 "by usin th" followin de: 
g. frawlmag~(im}!,, , 2 , 0 ; 
Thi function w uld draw th image stated earlier f rm the itron 2.2 , · he rdth 
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6.7 Chapter Summary 
When a developer come into the implementation phase, the developer have to 
decide how to write the code and develop a functional system that fulfills the design 
requirements. For this project, the situation is the same. The coding approach chosen for 
develop this module is the bottom-up approach. The development methodology is 
revised to ensure that the implementation process is done properly. 
Before starting to do the coding, the development environment must be set up 
properly first. Therefore in this chapter the hardware and software requirements that is 
needed to develop the module is being list out to use as a reference. The hardwar 
include the workstation specification and the peripheral device needed. he ftware 
required include the correct operating system, the ID , the emulator and the a i tin 
tools such as the graphic editor and the text editor. 
After the development environment is set up then the coding pr e s tart . he 
core function for this module is being reviewed throughout the c ding progr '. that 
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Chapter 7 System Testing 
7.1 Introduction 
Testing is an integral component of the software process and an activity that 
must be carry out throughout the life cycle. During the requirement phase, the 
requirements must be checked; design phase requires careful checking as every other 
phase. During coding, each part of the application must be tested and the product as a 
whole needs testing at the integration phase. In other words it is not sufficient to test 
end product merely at the end of the software development life cycle. 
Testing is not the first place faultfinding occurs; but testing is focused on finding 
faults, and there are many ways to make the testing effort more efficient and effe ti c. 
7.2 Testing Techniques 
There are two type of testing technique applied in the te ting ta 
white box testing and black box testing. 
f the t m: 
7.2. 1 Wllite Box Testing 
White box te ting i a testing a c design rneth d that u the c ntr l structure 
of the procedural de 'l in to derive test cases. 'in • white bo te ting, t • t a with th 
Icllowin 'ch irncteri tics ·ur1 be derived: 
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• Exercise all logical decision on their true or false sides 
• Exercise on al loops at their boundaries and within their operational bounds 
• Exercise on internal data structures to ensure their validity 
7.2.2 Black Box Testing 
Black box testing focuses on the functionality requirements of the system. It 
enables the developer to derive sets of inputs conditions that will fully exercise all 
functional requirements from an application. Black box testing was not used as an 
alternative to white box testing technique rather this technique i u ed a a 
complementary approach that is likely to uncover a different etas f errors. lack 
testing attempts to find errors in the following categoric . 
• Incorrect or missing functions 
• J nterface errors 
• rrors in data structures or external data access 
• Performance error 
• f nitialization and termination error 
7.3 Testin trategies 
There are three types of testing, namely unit te ting, m dulc t ting and 
integration I.ti. ting. /\fiur a program is completely ded, it wiJI t ted und r unit 
tc tin •. Module tcstin will tart when all the pro trams und r a particular m dule ha e 
been comp! tely coded and tested und r unit I· tin '· ·r h · integrat! n t 'tin, i ·to reco r 
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The objective of testing is to find error and fau1t. Fault identification is the 
process of determining what fau1t or faults caused the failure and fau1t correction or 
removal is the process of making changes to the syst m o that the faults are removed. 
There are several types of faults where it can be categorized as algorithmic fau1ts, syntax 
faults and documentation faults. Algorithmic fault occurs when a program algorithm or 
logic does not produce the proper output for a given input becau e something is wrong 
with the processing steps. Syntax fault can be checked while parsing for algorithmic 
faults. This will ensure that the construct of programming language is used prop rly. 
Documentation fault occurs if the documentation does not match what the application 
does, and such faults can lead to other fault later because of the wr ng implementati n. 
7.3.J Unit Testing 
Units testing focus on verification effort on the mallest compon nt f th tern 
design. Each component is treated as a standalone entity and tested individual! t 
ensure that they operate correctly. The unit te t i u ually white-b x ri nte and th 
step can be conducted in parallel for multiple component . 
Testing can tart by examining the program cod by r ading thr u h it n t 
spot algorithm, data and syntax fault . Test also an c p irform b mp ring th 
code with the predefine specifications and de ign to en ure that all rele ant as ha 
been .onsidercd. Finally tc t case ore dcvcl pcd en ur that th· in u1 i pr rl 
conv med to th du ir d output, 
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• The code of the program is examined by reading through it to spot for 
possible algorithm, data and syntax faults. 
• Control objects are tested to ensure its functionality. 
• Different data types are used to test the error handling function. 
• Test cases are developed to ensure that the input is properly converted into 
the desired output. 
Examining Source Code 
In this stage, the codes of the program are read to identify faults. After that, a c d walk- 
through is carried out. In a walk-through, the code and the accompanying documentation 
are presented to the review team. Then, the team will comment on th ir c rrectne . or 
this project, the review team members consist of my course mates. Walk-through i 
conducted in an informal manner. This method is useful to identify fault that hav b n 
left out by the programmer. 
Control Object Testing 
Command buttons are clicked to test their functionality and te t b , e ar t t d 
with different data types and also null value to make sure invalid data will not au an 
fault. 
Different Datu Type Testing 
Different data. type' like numbers character r dat i u ed t test rtain 
function because some control o~jccls will only ac cpt c .rtaiu data type, in alid data 
type can be traced by thc : y. t. .m without uu. in' an error. 
Unit T st ase 
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Test Procedure Test Result Analyzing 
2 Set the date in the form Module should be abl to The correct date is able to 
and refresh the form display the correct date be displayed 
Expected Output 
The module detected the 
fault input. Receive only 
numeric input 
5 Set the alarm to a certain Module hould be able t form di pla 
Attempt to fill up Module reject the input 
character in the IC field 
for Personal Information 
3 Change the content of a Module should detect that Content of the desired file 
note and click to save it it is an existing notes and updated. Module able to 
save the content to the detect the modified file 
correct file 
4 Select a file and open the Module search out the The elected file is open. 
file file and open the note Module able to detect the 
time and save remember' the time that correct time. Module abl 
had been set to r m mbcr the rrc t 
time 
6 nter long data in the The table hould be able 
event field for To-Do Ii t to put dot at the behind of with dot at the hind f 
the shorten entence. th ent n e. Abl 
h rt n I ng tat m nt 
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7.3.2 Module Testing 
Module testing is to test the form of the system. All the programs under a sub- 
module are grouped into one form and all the related forms are grouped into a module. 
This testing will make sure aJI the forms are link to the right location. 
Module Test Case 
Test Procedure Expected Output Test Result Analyzing 
Enter and save data on the Module should be able to The correct data is being 
contact list form. View the collect the data and display on the table. 
result in the table display it on the table Module able to get the 
correct data from the 
databa e 
2 Click the back or main or The desired form should Modul the 
exit button on each form be loaded to the scr en desir d creen. All th' 
f nn ar tin ed t th r 
correctly 
3 Click the save and open Module should be able to 
button in the notes form c rre ti 
7.3.3 Integration Testing 
Jntegrati n le ting is a ystematic technique f r n tru tin the pr gram 
structure while al the same time conducting le ts to unc ver errors a iated with th 
interfacing. The objective i lo take unit le led om ncnt and build a pr gram 
tructurc thut h 1, 'Cn dicU1t ·d by de i n. Thi' I .stin will en ure that the cti n in this 
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The approach used in this phase ts an incremental strategy, the bottom-up 
integration and regression testing. The incremental integration is the antithesis of the 
high bang approach. This web application is constructed and tested in small increments 
where errors are easier to isolate and correct. All the interfaces are tested completely and 
a systematic test approach is applied. 
For this project, a bottom-up approach has been used. Bottom-up integration 
testing begins construction and testing with modules at the lowest levels of the ystem 
and then moving upward to the modules at the higher levels of the system. Regression 
testing is the re-execution of some subset of tests that already been conducted to ensur 
that changes have not propagated unintended side effects. It i the activity that hel to 
ensure that changes (due to testing or for other reason) do not introduce unintended 
behavior or additional errors. 
At the culmination of integration testing, this project i c mpletel a embl d a 
a package, interfaces and linking errors have been uncovered and c rrected. A final 
series of software tests that is the validation testing has been carri d ut durin thi 
phase. 
S ftware validation is achieved through a erie f bla k te t that 
demonstrate conformity with requirements. For thi project, a te t plan has utlin th 
cla es of te t to be conducted, and al o a le t pr cedurc i u ed t d fines cifi t t 
cases tha: will be used lo in on all ·mpt l unc ver err r m nf rmit \ ith 
requirements. oth th pion and procedure are de i in ·d to ensur that: 
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• All behavior characteristic are achieved 
• All performance requirements are attained 
• Documentation is correct 
• Other requirements are met (e.g. error recovery, maintainability, 
compatibility) 
Integration Test Case 
Test Procedure Test Result Analyzing Expected Output 
2 Set the reminder in the Modul hould be abl to 
To-Do list and wait until display the event on time 
the time comes 
1 Set the alarm and wait 
until the time comes 
Module should be able to 
display the alert box on 
time 
Alert b x was di played on 
time. Module able t 
retrie e the c rre t time 
and check the time v ith 
3 
' ' . 
Click 'New" button on 
the Notes and write 
notes 
Save the file and open it 
4 
5 lick on the row fi r the 
To-Do Ii t 
7.3.4 tystem Testing 
A new page should be 
provided to type message. 
The file can be save with 
correct file name 
it 
pag 
Table 7.3: lntegration test .ase 
J~inol to tin, pr edur done is .. t ·m I· tinu, 11< wcvcr, te ·tin, he s tern at 
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of unit testing and integration testing is to ensure that the code has implemented the 
design properly. Jn other words, the code is written to do what the design specifications 
intended. In system testing, a very diff rent objective is to b achieved, that is to ensure 
that the system does what the users want it to do. 
There are several testing scenario exists. Yet, this system was tested with 
Performance Testing and Function Testing. 
Performance Testing 
Performance Testing addresses the non-functional requirements of th 
application. Once the functions are convinced work as specified the performance te t 
compares the integrated components with the non-functional sy tern requirement . he 
types of performance tests carried out for this application are: 
1. Compatibility Tests 
This test was performed to find out that the interface functi n p rf rm 
according to the requirements. Results clarify that the accurac f at 
retrieval wa high in this system. 
11. Security 'fest 
This test en ure that the application fulfils th curity r quir rn nt . 
nly the valid users arc granted the acce to the cure zone. 
111. Volum • Tests 
The lfol<.J; and recor I' ur ·ch .cked lo. ·c i they can a c mm dat all 
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Function Testing 
Function testing is based on the system functional requirements. In other words, 
a function test is used to check that whether the integrated system performs its functions 
as specified in the requirements. ach module involved is tested individually to 
determine whether the system performs as required. 
7.4 User Testing 
Although all testing discussed earlier have been performed, anoth r imp rtant 
testing will be user testing. nd user will be the user that will be using thi m dule. o, 
user testing is important to get a view of this module and any comment from them i 
useful to enhance this module based on their requirement . 
The users that helped to test my module are our housemates and c ur ematc . 
Another friend of mine, Mr. Hoong Chee Hoe, who's currently studying in M ha 
helped to test my module as well. Below are some of the comments that are gi en b th 
user: 
• The m dule is ea y to under tand 
• Ncce ary and u eful function are included 
• The module is slow when running on the real devi · 
• The u er interface is user-friendly 
• ' vor 11 Bu s found 
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7.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter starts with introducing testing to the reader. Testing is done after 
coding and implementation process. The purpose of testing the module is to find out 
faults that are undetected during coding implementation process. Besides that, testing 
helps to verify functionality of each of the module according to the system design. 
Different types of testing were carried to test the system so that it is reliable up to certain 
standards. 
The testing process that had been carried out on this module i being di cu ed in 
this chapter as well. The testing includes the unit testing, module te ting integratin 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation 
8.1 Introduction 
When the system is fully tested for errors, the next process would be the system 
evaluation phase. The evaluation process will be able to identify the system strength, 
system limitations, and future enhancements. The problem encounter and the technique 
that is being used to solve it is evaluated as well. There are many evaluation techniques 
that can be used to evaluate the final system. The fo11owing sections would discuss about 
the evaluation results of this system. 
8.2 Problems Encounter and Solutions 
From the initial development phase until the end of development ph e, man 
problems were faced. Among the encountered problems, some can be olvcd b u in r 
certain solution while some remain unsolved or could not be olved du t a fr f ct r 
such as hardware limitation lack of resources. The following are me f th pr bl "111 
that arise during the development process. 
i, Lock of the knowledge in mobile application d velopment 
Since 1 have no previous experience in developing a mobile applicati n, l bad no 
knowlcd re about how a pr gram i ' written f r m ii' d i · 
Therefore in ord ·r to , olv thL problem, n I t f re sarche and r adin had 
been done t 1i11 info motion u mobile pro' amrnin '· Intern tr · ur es are the 
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is being post on the forum to gain opinion from other mobile application 
developers as well. Relevant information about J2ME programming is gathered 
as well, since it is the main programming language used in this project. 
ii. Difficulty in finding a suitable emulator 
The emulator for Palm devices are quite difficuJt to find. My group member and 
I had gone through several web sites but still failed to find it. After some 
additional research and using the advance search of the search engines, we 
finally found one suitable copy of emulator in the Palm Developers web site. 
iii. Lack of knowledge in choosing IDE for mobile application development 
There are various type of ID available in the market nowaday for m bile 
application development. But to choose a right type of ID wa a difficult ta k 
for me as I lack of the knowledge about the ID available. ach f the ID-- i 
specially design for certain programming language u age. or Java de loprnent 
the available ID are such as Sun Microsystem un ne tudio rland 
JBuilder and fBM WebSphere. To solve this question, relevant informati n a ut 
each of the ID i being gathered and discus ion i held h n m u] 
member and me. After discussion we had agreed t u e the B rland uilder 
out development I 
iv. Difficulties in coding with .J2ME 
Due to thut J2M J i a different platf rm th u i u cd for mo ii r gramming, I 
had probl •ms wh n tryin r to ode tho fun tion for m m dul . Alth ugh th 
yntax is the ame as the Javu I hn I learnt before, the unctions and API f reach 
f the tatcmcnu or· di lcrcnt, In rder to s I e th1. pr lorn, the AP! 
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related to J2ME had been read to gain the necessary knowledge in mobile 
programming using Java. Discussion with my group members about the coding 
problems helps to solve my problem as well. 
v. Coordination among the development group members 
Since this module is going to be integrated with other module to form a complete 
system, it is very important for us to communicate and discuss the standard and 
methods used in the modules. To save space and practice function reuse in our 
system, some of the classes are being shared among us to use. Therefore we need 
to update ourselves of the changes that are b ing made to the e classe . To allow 
better communication we had Jinked our workstation together and create a folder 
where our source codes would be stored. Then we can update our code thr ugh 
this folder. Discussion is another method used to exchange opini n between u . 
8.3 Systems Strength 
The strength of this module is listed as follow: 
i. Provide convenient and useful organizing tools 
This module would provide useful tool for it u er t m nag th ir ail 
activities and tore their personal information. 
ii. ~ osy to use interfa e 
The user interface de igned for thi m dule i quit · simple and traight f rward, 
· hi allows tho user to I arn this modulo [uickly and ma ter it u a ie in a hort 
time, 'I h user intorlu .e el 'O allow th· u c to u c it ca ily and with ut ha le. 
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iii. Provide interacting tools for the user 
This module would allow the user to set alarm and reminder to remind 
themselves of certain event. This allow interactivity between the user and the 
module. This service would features in other modules in the system as well. 
iv. Implement error handling 
During the coding of this module event handling and error handling code are 
written as well. For Java, the most obvious error handling event would be the try 
and catch function that is required when coding some part f the module, 
especially when dealing with the database. This feature would allow the error t 
be detected easily. 
v. Convenient information management tool 
The information management method used in this module is sy ternatic and cl ar 
on sight. The display of the data tored is performed by using table. and f rm . 
These allow the user to read their data in a glance and reduce the need t 
the device. 
8.4 Sy tern on traints 
ue to time and knowledge limitation, there arc a few y t ·m n traints 
at below. This include 
j, low response time 
Thero oro a few functions in tho module that would b · c e ·utcd n e the · nem 
is on. hcsc include. the alert and reminder unctions. hmhcrmorc 1 c f the 
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functions wouJd slow down the process of the module. Therefore the response 
time might be slow for certain Palm device. 
ii. Lack of synchronization with PC 
When the database or fiJes in the moduJe increases, the users can upload the 
database to their PC, but the synchronization of the data is hard to be done since 
there are no specific conduit for the moduJe. 
iii. Confusion of time zone 
Certain device of Palm had the ability of changing th time zone of the system 
time. This module does include a class for handling time object , but changing of 
time zone might result in wrong time and date from the module. 
iv. Depending on the device system and power 
Like any other application, this module is highly dependant f its perating 
system and device power supply for execution. ff there i a hortage of power 
supply, then this application cannot be executed well. 
v. Alert and reminder function cannot be executed without th tart of th 
module 
This mean that in order to allow the modu1 to check th remin r an alarm 
set, the users must execute the module manually when they wit h n th ir 
device. Thi i due to the fact that Palm d e not all \ de I p to a sits 
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8.5 Future Enhancement 
System deveJopment is a dynamic process and changes must be expected. Due to 
the limited resources that J have, especially time, this has caused me have missed or 
overlooked certain aspect of the system. However, after the development system has 
been completed, I have identified certain important aspects that I can add on or modify 
for future enhancement. 
Below are some of the additional features that can be implementing if time i 
given. The future enhancements features showed as below: 
1. Adding a draw pad 
During the development of the module I had tried to develop a draw pad where 
user can draw string or pictures on it. But it will took a long time in rd •r t 
make the tool functionaJ. Therefore it was depleted half way. i en time I 
believe that this tool can be completed. 
ii. Fix the time bug 
The time function for the J2ME i quite confu ing when implement d in tim 
zone enabled device, as mentioned earlier. P rhap thi pro lem n be 
with more effort in research and coding in th future. 
iii. Enhance the user interface 
The u 1er interface of them dulc can be cnh meed with mored t ii ·d de ign and 
usu e of col r. Skins of th· clo k can v n pr id d, if th d ign i d n 
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8.6 Knowledge and 'Experience Gained 
The experience and knowledge gained while conducting this project are 
undoubtedly valuable. The knowledge gained will sure prove to be useful in the future. 
Below are some of the knowledge and experience T gained from this project: 
i. Enhance my Java programming skills 
I had learnt more about Java programming when I work on the coding of this 
moduJe. It allows me to experiment the programming concepts I had learned in 
the faculty and finds out my mistake. 
ii. Knowledge about mobile programming 
This is no doubt the biggest harvest that f gained from this pr ject. efore the 
project I know nothing about mobile computing. After working n thi pr [e t I 
managed to learn a bit of here and there in the mobil pr grammin , rid, 
especially the J2ME platform 
iii. Improve Project and Time Management 
By working with my group members to build up the yst m 1 ha le rn d h , t 
communicate in groups for developing a system effectively. We had teamed h , 
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8. 7 Chapter Summary 
The Personal Organizer Module for PalmForce application has been completed 
successfully, with some strengths as well as limitations as mentioned. The module has 
achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirem nts, as stated in the proposal and 
system analysis. 
However there are still spaces for improvement in the Per onal rgamzer 
module. The enhancement of the module can be made in the future to meet the changing 
needs of the users. 
FinalJy this project has achieved its objective in giving the undergraduate an 
opportunity to undergo different challenges in different phase f the y tern 
development, that include research, system planning system analy i y tern de ign, 
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QUESTIONNAIRES POt~ l'Ru t 0'1 t'PJ.NG MOJJ.t,L 
The picture below is the main menu for the initial prototype for PahnForce y rem 
where it contains of four organizer such as personal orgauiz r, financial organizer, 
health organizer and personal organizer. ach of the buttons will link to the each 
organizer system relatively. There is an "Exit' button for the u er to exit from the 
Palm Force system. 
I. By clicking on the button of each organizer you hould b able t r t th ir 
description. Do you think that this i a good way f btainin r the inf rmati n 
YES/NO 
omrnent : 










3. Do you think that the main menu for the PalmForce needs to have more 
buttons besides the exit button? You can choo e more than one an wer: 
0 "Help" Button 
0 "Setting" Button 
0 "Prescriptions" Button 
0 "Next" Button 
4. Do you think that we need to include "Back: bunon for every organizer or 
after the user enter into each organizer? 
0 Very Agree 
0 Agree 
0 Di agree 
0 Very Disagree 
5. Referring to the prototype above do you think th1:11 the te, t de cripti 11 r 
each button is suitable? For example, do you prefer to how 'Health in tead 
of showing "Health rganizer"? Please cho e ne o the rel· ant 
0 Financial, ealth, ducauonal, Personal 










A. Radio Box B. heck Box . Button 
o. Accorumg me picture above, wnicn xmg user mrerrac oo you prerer, B r 




7. o you wi h t have the ab ve y tern which it i f cvcral ind f 
organizer in the same system? Please give your comments. 
om men ts: 










9. f NO can you please provide some feedback of how do ou think it can b 
improved? 





0 E. cell nt 
11. What could be improved? 





















0 Please tick in the relevant box 
Fill in with the appropriate answer 
1. How do you manage your daily important per onal data or infonnau 11? 
0 Personal Computer 
0 Special Book 
0PDA 
0 Others, please specify:--------------- 
2. Which is the fastest way for you to retrieve information if you own the foll wing 
devices? 
0 Computer 
0 Special Book 
0PDA 
. Do you feel that Person I rganizer wiJI help you m orguui ing ur dail a ti itie 't 
Please tick one of I he boxe · below. 
0 V 'r a ircc 
DA r · 









0 Very disagree 
4. What functionality would you expect from a Personal Organizer y tern? You can 
choose more than one answer. 
0 Personal Information 
0 Contacts Information 
0 Schedule Planner 
0 To-Do List 
0 Others, please specify:------------------ 




6. What do you see as the .sh e \.Ht vi u~111g "l,;,!I 'U11ui ricaun 1gtt1tlL. I 1111µ1 ur 
health per orman e'} 
DY·S 
ON 









7. What do you see as the weaknesses of using Personal Health Organizer? 
DYES 
ONO 
IF YES, PLEASE SPECIFY: 
8. Please state briefly how you feel about using of this Personal Health Organizer. 
COMMENTS 
9. Any other comments? 
COMMENTS 
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l.O Introduction 
Thank you for choosing Pa.lmForce as your Palm's organizing tool. PalmForce includes 
four major organizing criteria which we believe would suit your needs well. This 
organizing tool includes a personal organizer, a financial planner, a healthcare manager 
and an educational manager. 
This user manual would provide guides on how to install PalmForce n a Palm device 
and how to use the Personal Organizer included in PalmForce. 
1.1 Overview of Personal Organizer 
Personal Organizer includes tool for you to organize your daily activities with the ca iest 
way. It consists of 5 major functions, which are: 
1) Clock 
2) To-Do list 
3) Contact list 
4) Notepad 
5) Personal Information 
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2.0 Installation of Palm Force 
Before installing PalmForce on the device, users mu t in tall the Ja a Virtual Machin 
on the device first. Below is the installation guide for installing the JVM and PalmForce 
on a Palm device. 
2.1 Installing Java Virtual Machine 
Before installing any file, the Palm onduits must be is installed fir ton th desktop. 
Palm conduit, which is called HotSync comes together with the device. 
The Java Virtual Machine used in Palm device i called Java TM H . This file can be i 
named ''MIDP.prc". Find the file and double click it. A screen as below hould pup. 
Use1: ichee Wai 
Fil (s) Ii ted below will be instelled • n .YO\.K ndheld the next 
time you perform e HotSync operation: 
__ :!] 
504KB 
Add ... J 
I 
File Name File Size 
~LMIDP.prc Hendheld 
Tips: 
·: } ind other appfootions to instell on your Nindheld et 
)JI"" htt.p:/lwww.p m.c m 
Th 'Add' bull I kt lirtl in lh \A O· N fold. in id your 
C:\F"AOGAAM FIL S\ ALM f Ider This fold r is a convel'V t 
111 to l r d wr1lo d d h ndheld II t 
/1'/~ur 1 I. I: Lo 1d111'.IVM11110 lh · ·tmt.11111 
When the screen pop up with the Mil P.prc in it, th· tic. hould be cad to be I ad 
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2.2 lnstalling PalmForce 
Continue from the previous installation the PalmForce application can b loaded into 
the conduit by double click on the Palmforce file, which is palmforce.prc'. The 
conduit screen should show like this. 
User: fiehee Wai 
File{s) li$ted below will be inttalled on your handheld the next 
time you perform a HotSync operation: 
File Name Fae S~ Destination 
~tMIDP.prc 584KB Q Handheld 
~L PALMFD-1.PAC 10091(8 Handheld 
Done 
Tips: 
Find other appfoations to install on your handheld at 
· http://www.palm.com 
The 'Add' button looks fist in the \ADD-ON folder inflde your 
C:\PAOGRAM FILES\PALM folder. This folder is a convenient 
place to store downloaded handheld files. 
/• igure J.2: Palm For . ., loaded into th" conduit and r ad to b • inst il! d 
After both of the pre file is loaded in the conduit, it an be in tallcd int th d n , 
by synchronizing it. /\ftcr that ju ·t click on the Palml-or c i ·on in th Palm 
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3.0 .Personal Organizer Components 
3.1 Main Menu 
The Main Menu for the Personal Organizer consists of 5 icons and 1 button. User can 
access each of the Personal Organizer functions through clicking of these icons. The 
icons, from left to right, representing Clock, To-Do list, ontact list, Notepad and 
Personal Information. The button is the Main button at the lower left comer ofth screen 






fi' gun: . I: 'l11 ' main menu for l' trsonal ( >rxmu:er 
1 n 
where u er 











P,almFor:ce ·- P,ers:tmal Orgauizer 
3.2 Clock 
User Ma11Jual 
Clock is the function where users use for time management. The Clock consi t of a 
digital clock where user can get the date, time and day of the week and an alarm where 
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3.3 Alarm 
For the alarm function, there are 3 slots for users to set their time. The time slot will pop 
up to allow the user to insert the time. When the user wants to reset th time, they can 
just choose the slot they want to reset and click the reset button. When the time comes a 
alert box will pop up. Below is the screen to set the alarm. 
1) 'Ok' button 






3) Cancel' to 
go back to 
the Clock 
PalrnForce:Set Alarm 
Alarm Slot 1: 
!<time>! 
Alarm Slot 2: 
~<time>1 
Alarm Slot 3: 
!<time>! 
Reset: •All 
l"lf!,Ur •. 3: /111 A larm form 
1) Click on 
I t 1 - to 
t the time 
lick on 
res t drop- 
down menu 
t elect the 
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3.3.J Alarm: Setting the time 
This is the time slot to select the time. 
1) Set the time 
2) OK button 









Rlorm Slot: 1: 
!<time>! 
Alarm Slot 2: 
i<time>! 
Alarm Slot 3: 
PalrnForce:Set Alarm 
Alorrn Slot 3 
( OK ) ( Cancel ) 
Figur 3 . .J: How to set the tim ~ 
lick to select the AM 
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3.3.1 Alarm -The alarm box 
This is how the alarm box will pop up. 
Click done to 




.... t + 
0211712004 Monday 
Polmforce:Alorrn 
{!) Alarm Set:03:35 AM 
( Done ) 
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3.4 To-Do List 
To-Do list is where users can write down their to-do and set the reminder for it. The 
table consist of 3 column displaying the date, time and the event. Below is the 
description for the main screen for To-Do list. 
l) •>'for next 
page 
2) < for 
previous page 
3) 'New' for enter 
new event 
4) 'Home' for 
going back to 
main screen 
Flgur« . 1: 'l11, Ta-]. <J list 
i play th 
Date 1 inte 
and T - · 
e ent 
lick nth· 
r v for 
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3.4.J tv-t» List - Edit To-Do 
This is the page to enter the To-Dos. The users could check the checkbox if they want to 
set the reminder for this event. 
1) 'Save' for 
saving the 
event 
2) 'Delete' for 
delete the 
event 
3) 'Back' for 
going back 




Reminder: [!I' Set 
lvent: go shoppirig! 
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3.4.2 To-Do list- Setting the date 
This is how the date is chosen in the Calendar. lt would apply to ver Date set function 
in this module. 
Click to select 
the month 





2) 'Today' for 
select today's 
date 
Mor Apr Moy Jun 
Jul Rug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
SMTWT f S 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 - 19 19 .AJ,11...--<,.,--- 
22 23 24 25 26 
29 
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3.4.3 To-Do List- The reminder box 
This is how the reminder box would look like. 
Click done to 
close the 
r minder box_-Jl._._-M~r:::::l 
1Nlu 
Personal Tools 
Time To-Do <on tact 
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3.5 Contact List 
The Contact list is similar to the reminder list. It allow users to edit and view their 
contact details. There would be a form to allow user to enter the detail of their contact 




l) >'for next Ph nc f 
page contact 
2) '<'for 2 lick on th 
previous page r w fr 
3) 'New' for enter detail f th' 
new contact contact 
4) 'Home' for 
going back to 
main screen 
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3. 5. 1 Contact List- Edit Conmct 
This is form where users can edit their contact details. Note that the back button is 
placed on d1e menu on top of the palm. 
- About: Java HQ 
•••••••u•ououu•••••• .. •••••••••u•• •~•• 
This is where the 
'Back' command 




I) 'Save' to 
save the 
details 













r2/fa'/s·s··, : ! 
61,265.l~.6~~.. . . 
q.~772632$~ . . 
3.~ .. L~r~ng 19121b, 
Se~~yen 223 
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3.6 Notepad 
This is where user can write their notes and save them accordingly. Users then can open 
the file by choosing the file they want. Below is the t xt bo where us rs can write their 
notes. Note that the exit button is on the top menu bar, as mentioned in the Contact List 
section. 
1) New' to 
open a new 
blank notes 
2) Open' to 
open file 
3) Save' to 
save the 
file 
~bt~ i.s .. q f\O,~pq_~!.. .. .. . 
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3. 6.1 Notepad - Saving a file 
This is where users save their file. Th y are required to enter a file name first. 
I) 'Save' to 
save the 
file 





Write the file 
name here 
File Nome: note 11 
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3.6.2 Notepad- Opening a file 
This is where users can open a file saved previou ly. The drop down m nu contains the 
file name that is saved in the device. Users can select one of them and click Open to 
open it or 'Delete' to delete the file. 
l) 'Delete' to 
delete the 
file 




3) 'Cancel to 
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3. 7 Personal Information 
This is where the users can enter their personal information for ref rence in the future. 
Some fields such as Height and JC number are set to accept numeric inputs only. 
l) 'Save' to 
save the 
details 
2) Clear' to 
clear the 
detai.ls 










C~llf!q Fo9 Shy~ 
B 1.lQ?~P8665.5 
•Male 




lick the arrow 
t na igat t 
differ nt field 
Figur 3.15: I' srsonat Informat ion 
The detail thut an b save includes: N11m 1 I no 1 md r, J lei 1~11. W ·ight, ate 
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4.0 Uninstall PalmForce 
To uninstall PalmForce on the device, just simply go to the del te page of PalmOS and 
select the PalmForce application. Then users can click on the delete button to uninstall 
it. 
Delete From: .,.. Hondheld 
elect 1) 'Done' to Free Space: 7M of 7. 7M 
finish the I• Palmf rce process and here 
go back to JovoTIYIHQ 
main menu PolmForce 




( Done ) ( Delete ... ) 
Delete 0 
Flgur' ./.I: Untnstall Pa/111/•or ·' 
Un
ive
rsi
ty 
of 
Ma
lay
a
